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*0M[N S REPORTER 
New is better. 
But that was not the case this 
past year in Conklin Hall. 
Tuesday night, the residents 
of Conklin met with Linda 
Newman, director of Residence 
Life and lim Zentmeyer, associ- 
ate director of 
Housing/Operations and 
Residence Life, to discuss ongo- 
ing problems. 
Conklin Hall was renovated 
and reopened this past fall to 
new students. Its main attrac- 
tion was air conditioned rooms 
at no extra charge. 
Most of those living in 
Conktb) are upperclassmen, so 
they have previously experi- 
enced on-campus housing. 
These students held the 
meeting to voice their discon- 
tent with the way problems 
within the dormitory were 
addressed. Most students found 
(heir maintenance reports were 
not effective in getting their 
problems fixed. These problems 
consisted of faulty plumbing 
(such as toilets backing up and 
the presence of brown water), 
dysfunctional air conditioning 
and defective furniture. 
"I moved into the dorm early 
and found there was no hot 
water and no working bath- 
rooms. I also found my air con- 
ditioning leaking Cilycol Igrecn 
liquidl onto our beds and other 
possessions," said sophomore 
josh Gioiello. 
During the meeting another 
student spoke about how she 
too had the green liquid drip- 
ping from the air conditioning. 
She claims (hat while cleaning it 
up it got on her hands, making 
them bum and itch. In response 
to the complaint made regard- 
ing the leak she was told to move 
her bed and someone would be 
by to look at the air conditioner. 
Most of the students present 
voiced their frustration with the 
lack of attention the mainte- 
nance reports received and had 
given up on completing the 
forms when a problem 
occurred. Gioiello gave up on 
the     maintenance     reports 
Rebekah Gomales BG Nwis 
DAMAGE: Above, the back door to Conklin Hall has been damaged by water. Below, a handicapped shower has no shower head. Many 
shower heads in the facility are similar. Residents in Conklin Hall held a meeting Tuesday to bring up these complaints and others. 
"In early October, after putting in numer- 
ous ignored complaints regarding our air 
conditioning, a friend and I decided to 
make a statement by sleeping out in the 
conference room-the next day our air 
conditioner was fixed." 
JOSH GIOIELLO, SOPHOMORE 
regarding their air conditioning 
resorted to more extreme mea- 
sures. 
"In early October, after 
putting in numerous ignored 
complaints regarding our air 
conditioning, a friend and I 
decided to make a statement by 
sleeping out in die conference 
room-die next day our air con- 
ditioner was fixed," said Gioiello. 
After numerous complaints 
were heard from the students, 
Newman and Zentmeyer tried 
to address their concerns. 
Newman explained if they had 
heard of these problems sooner 
they would have fixed them 
right away. 
However,  Eileen  Langford, 
sophomore, said, "In regards to 
how late we voiced our con- 
cerns to Residence Life, we had 
to stan a new hall council and 
were initially lacking some orga- 
nization. We also had some 
other priority problems to 
address first we got to this as 
soon as we could." 
Trying to find some kind of 
appropriate response to the stu- 
dent's concerns said Newman, 
"It seems the chain of command 
didn't work in Conklin, in addi- 
tion to trying to fix the problems 
we had to find out why there 
seemed to be a communicarion 
breakdown and prevent it from 






Scientist grasp for how to deal 
with asteroid, comet threat 
By Andrew Bridges 
AP SCIENCE WRITER 
LOS ANGELES — A group of 
scientists is seeking a standard- 
ized protocol for dealing with 
the possibility of an asteroid or 
comet striking the Earth, saying 
humans can do more than the 
dinosaurs ever could before a 
colossal impact precipitated 
their extinction 65 millions years 
ago. 
The call comes as interest 
grows in the swarm of asteroids 
and comets that orbit the sun in 
"If we were dealing with a larger object, like an asteroid that could have a much more 
severe impact on the U.S., as we have more advance knowledge of where it might hit, 
we would immediately start alerting states that something was coming." 
MARC WOLf SON, FEMA 
the Earth's immediate neighbor- 
hood. The concerns were 
sparked in part by several recent 
false alarms about impending 
impacts. 
"In some sense, it's something 
we know we need to worry 
about, but we need to decide at 
what level we need to worry 
about it — and that's a question 
for everybody," said Daniel D. 
Durda, a research scientist in the 
department of space studies of 
the Southwest Research 
Institute in Boulder, Colo. 
In recent weeks, a paper writ- 
ten by Durda and fellow scien- 
tists Clark R. Chapman and 
Robert E. Gold has been making 
the rounds among experts who 
study impact hazards. The goal, 
they write in the 19-page paper, 
is to encourage discussion of 
how to replace the "haphazard 
and unbalanced" way the world 
now addresses any potential 
impact. 
"They are spot-on that this is a 
problem. They are also right on 
time in terms of this just now 





By Jordan Fouts 
CITT REPORTER 
Putting a new spin on an old 
game, Carter Park will hosl its 
annual disc golf tournament 
tomorrow morning. 
Billing itself as the "World's 
Biggesl Disc Golf Tournament," it 
is part of a national coordination 
by Circular Productions, a disc 
golf course design and installation 
company. 
The non-competitive tourna- 
ment's intention is to introduce 
people to disc golf, which mixes 
traditional disc tossing with golf's 
18 holes. The discs are closer to an 
Olympic discus than the familiar 
plastic flyers, though slimmer and 
heavier with different versions for 
driving and putting. 
The event, which begins at 10 
a.m. at Carter Park's disc golf 
course, is sponsored locally by 
Bowling Green Parks and 
Recreation. 
The course enjoys popularity 
now, with players from Ohio. 
Michigan and Indiana, but 
installing it may have been a risk i. 
When Bob Callecod began as 
the director of Parks and 
Recreation, he wanted to choose 
die types of recreation facilities. 
He said he considereddisc golf for 
its popularity in California and 
various universities. 
"But there was not one person 
in diis town who even knew what 
disc golf was," he said." So we did- 
n't build it on the basis of popular- 
ity." 
The course was installed in 
1995 because, it was ideal for disc 
golf and was unusable for other 
sports. 
The course's 18 holes total 5.406 
feet long, with an overall par 64. 
Each "hole" is a metal baskel hung 
by chains. 
"One quirk is the vvind-that's 
what makes the course extremely 
challenging," he said. "1 feel it's 
been a very good investment for 
us-it's a great recreational oppor- 
tunity at no cost, and it's great for 
all ages." 
Though most of the course's 
users are college age, Callecod 






It was reported on Tuesday that 
pornographic Internet sites may 
have been downloaded on a com- 
puter in the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
After investigation, campus 
police found no signs of wrongdo- 
ing. According to lim Wiegand, 
director of public safety, it is unac- 
ceptable, according to University 
rules, to use campus lab comput- 
ers to access such material. It is 
also a felony to access child 
pornography. "That's not what 
the lab computers are for," 
Wiegund said. 
Couples search for donors at colleges; pays egg-cellent money 
By Amy Lacy 
U WIRE 
NORMAN, Okla.- 
Oklahoma/Texas ticket - $55. 
Yearly parking pass - $92. 
Egg from 5-feet-9 inch intelli- 
gent Caucasian - $80,000. 
Giving a couple the chance to 
have a child - priceless. 
Over the last 15 years, egg 
donation has become an increas- 
ingly common method of infertil- 
ity treatment for women. It allows 
couples a chance at being par- 
ents. Several approaches have 
been taken to find donors. 
In one method, individual 
physicians pair a donor with a 
I 
couple and then oversee the 
entire procedure. 
The other approach taken by 
agencies is to advertise in college 
newspapers across the nation. 
The agencies place ads recruiting 
donors with specific qualities and 
for high prices. 
"WHY DONT YOU RESPOND 
TO THE AD?" 
Lauren Barghols, University of 
Oklahoma political science 
sophomore, has heard that ques- 
tion on and off since the "Special 
Egg Donor" advertisement was 
placed April 16. She has also had 
the advertisement handed to her 
in class and left on her door. 
T 
The advertisement requested a 
special egg donor that meets the 
following requirements: approxi- 
mately 5-feet-9 inches, 
Caucasian, 1250 SAT or high ACT 
scores, college or graduate stu- 
dent under 30 and no genetic 
medical issues. 
"I would call these advertise- 
ments pathetic because it takes 
away the surprise element, and 
nothing guarantees that the off- 
spring will be the same as the 
donor," said Eli Reshef, medical 
director of the Bennet Fertility 
Institute 
DONORS, PAGE 5 
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Ohio Universities hit by feminism 
ATHENS, Ohio — Those who 
believe thai feminism is dead -- 
that women have achieved eco- 
nomic, political and social equal- 
ity with men - have not been 
paying much attention to the 
activities of women today. There 
is a "third wave" of feminists tak- 
ing the world and Ohio 
University by storm. 
The nature of feminism has 
been changing gradually since 
the early 20th century. While large 
activist movements mark the first 
two waves, lennifer McLerran, 
associate director of women's 
studies at OU, said feminists now 
are activists in a different sense. 
"They are more interested in 
how women are represented in 
the  media  and  through  our 
everyday language," she said. 
"They are interrogating the prac- 
tice of representation to figure 
out how it operates, and then 
working to make changes." 
Freshman Monty Alan Hunter 
said his perception of feminism 
has changed since observing how 
feminists operate on this cam- 
pus. 
"When I was in Boy Scouts, my 
friends and I all used the word 
'Femi-Nazi' and pictured dykes 
wearing combat boots," Hunter 
said. "Now I know that feminism 
includes anyone. It's all about 
women and men working 
together towards equality, and it's 
not in the least bit threatening." 
Hunter has witnessed feminist 
activity at OU through groups 
such as the Feminist Coalition 
(formerly the Feminist Majority), 
Positive Action (a group of OU 
men who work to end sexual 
assault), the Women's 
Panhellenic Association and the 
Women's Affairs Commission. 
The women and men involved in 
these organizations said they are 
working toward improving gen- 
der relations locally. 
Senior Beth Touschner, a 
member of the Feminist 
Coalition, said she and the other 
members of her organization 
consider themselves third-wave 
feminists. 
"The second wave was the 
white middle class women's 
movement; it ignored working 
class and colored women, who 
had an entirely different life," 
Touschner said. "We try to under- 
stand the issue on a global level. 
"We are also very up-front 
about sex and sexuality, which is 
another huge aspect of the new 
wave," she said. "Women's sexu- 
ality is so hush-hush and taboo 
and we try to be very loud about 
it" 
In the past, the Feminist 
Coalition has held pornography 
discussions, celebrated "V-Day" 
with readings from the contro- 
versial "Vagina Monologues" and 
paraded around campus taking 
pictures of people as they stuck 
their heads through giant hand- 
made vulvas, Touschner said. 
Lynette Peck, OU women's 
studies professor, said many of 
the ideas of new wave feminists 
are rooted in the academic trend 
of the '90s that is concerned with 
diversity and multiculturalism. 
"The movement seems to seek 
to embrace difference and to use 
difference creatively to bring 
about wider and deeper change 
than what was done in the past," 
Peck said. 
McLerran said feminists focus 
not only on how women are 
oppressed, but on how oppres- 
sion differs according to race, 
class and ethnicity. 
Gender roles also are very 
important to third-wave femi- 
nists, McLerran said. 
"There is a binary structure 
that exists in the human language 
hot/cold; black/white; 
young/old; male/female," she 
said. Third-wave feminists are 
interested in looking at how such 
structures and society in general 
form and shape gender. 
"It is important to look at mas- 
culinity as well as femininity and 
how the two are paired as oppo- 
sites," she said. "Feminists don't 
see male and female as having to 
be opposed, and they are work- 
ing to break down the binary 
structure." 
Although feminist activity 
always has been categorized as 
one whole movement, Peck said 
there should be an "s" added to 
the end of the word feminism. 
"There is no one way to be a 
feminist. Everyone draws from 
their own personal experiences," 
Peck said. There are many femi- 
nist movements, not just one, 
and there never has been." 
FBI withheld key evidence 
from state in bombing trial 
By lay Reeves 
THE  1SS0CI»1ED  PRESS 
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — For 
three decades, the FBI failed to 
disclose it had hundreds of hours 
of tape recordings and other evi- 
dence that could help convict for- 
mer Ku Klux Klansmen in the 
196? church bombing that killed 
four black girls. 
When that information finally 
came out in court in recent weeks 
and clinched the conviction of 
ex-Klansman Thomas Blanton 11 
on Tuesday, Alabama prosecutors 
who first broke open the long- 
dormant case in the 1970s were 
outraged. 
"That is the most stunning rev- 
elation of this thing," said former 
Alabama Assistant Attorney 
General John Yung, who in 1977 
helped send ex-Klansman Robert 
"Dynamite Bob" Chambliss to 
prison for the bombing "I think 
it's shocking that someone sat on 
that evidence all those years." 
Among the FBI evidence that 
had remained secret since the 
mid-1960s: secret tape recordings 
of Blanton talking about planning 
"the bomb" and the testimony of 
Mitchell Burns, a former 
Klansman and paid FBI infor- 
mant who recorded other con- 
versations. 
"What excuse can the FBI have 
for allowing Mr. Blanton to go free 
for 24 years with this smoking- 
gun evidence hidden in its files?" 
former Alabama Attorney 
General Bill Baxley wrote in a 
commentary Thursday in The 
New York Times. Baxley reopened 
the church bombing probe in the 
1970s and convicted Chambliss. 
FBI spokesman Craig Dahle 
said there was no easy answer for 
the agency's failure to hand over 
everything it had years earlier. But 
he denied the FBI deliberately 
delayed justice. 
"I think it is wrong to assert 
there was any effort to block any- 
thing," Dahle said. 
Intentionally or not, then-FBI 
Director). Edgar Hoover prevent- 
ed a quick trial in 1965 when he 
concluded that Birmingham's 
racial climate meant a guilty ver- 
dict was highly unlikely. luries in 
Birmingham were all white at the 
time, and the police force includ- 
ed Klan sympathizers. 
"It was just a different time," 
Dahle said. 
Also, he said, the FBI has a pol- 
icy against revealing the identity 
of confidential informants like 
Burns unless they agree to go 
public. And agents may have 
been leery about sharing the 
information with state and local 
police forces, which were known 
to have Klan sympathizers. 
As for the tapes secretly made 
in Blanton's kitchen in 1964, com- 
puters were used to enhance the 
murky recordings and help deci- 
pher the voices for the jury at his 
trial — technology unavailable in 
the 1960s and extremely time- 
consuming in the 1970s when 
Baxley was pursuing the church 
bombers. 
The tapes were only "moder- 
ately intelligible" without 
enhancement, said Anthony 
Pellicano of Forensic Audio 
Laboratory, the Los Angeles com- 
pany that performed the work. 
But the FBI did not let Baxley 
know the tapes even existed in 
the 1970s. It wasn't until the latest 
investigation began that Baxley 
found out about the tapes and 
the informant. Yung said he 
learned of the long-secret evi- 
dence as the Blanton trial unfold- 
ed. 
"They denied having any more 
evidence than what they gave us, 
and it was hard enough getting 
what we got," Yung said. 
With Hoover running the FBI, 
the case was closed in 1968 with- 
out any charges. The file of FBI 
evidence against Chambliss, 
Blanton and others sat dormant. 
Hoover died in 1972, but his 
successors also left the tapes and 
other evidence in storage. Finally, 
Rob Langford, the agent in charge 
of the Birmingham FBI office, 
decided to reopen the church 
bombing probe after meeting 
with black ministers in 1993. 
TOP 10 BGSU PROFESSORS 
The Office of Residence Life's Academic Success Committee with 
help of University students honored the Top 10 Professors of the 
year this past week. The professors were chosen through a 
voting system. 
MONDAY. APRIL 30 KOHL LOCKED LOUNGE 
Joseph Spinelli Geography 
David Jackson Political Science 
Michael French Division of Teaching and Learning 
TUESDAY, MAY 1 HARSHMAN COMMUNITY ROOM 
Gordon Ricketts Chapman Learning Community 
Robert Alexander Political Science 
Allan Emery Honors Program English 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 2 0FFENHAUR 1104 
Penny Kruse Music Department 
Rolando Androde Ethnic Studies 
Verner Bingman Psychology 
Study, study, study, check out 
BGNews.com, study, study, study, study, 
study, check out BGNews.com, study, 
study, study, check out BGNews.com, 
study, study, study, study, study, check out 
BGNews.com, study, study, study, check 
out BGNews.com, study, study, study, 
study, study, check out BGNews.com, 
study, study, study, study, study, SLEEP! 
Make M NEWS 
YOUR 
Newspaper 
Share your insight, creativi- 
ty, ideas and opinions with 
the Campus Community. 
The BG News is now 
accepting applications for 
summer and fall volunteers: 
• Applications are available in 210 or 
204 West Hall. 
• Interviews for editors will be held 
starting on Monday, May 6. 
• All other applications due Friday, 
May 4. 
• All other interviews will be held 








Contact: AmyJo Brown 
amyjobr@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
mMmiKCMMsmmi 
Come study for exams at 
Haul H. Smith Off-Cimpui Student Center - Moieley Hall. (gr. level)! 
Extended Hours Beginning 
Sunday, May 6. 
Open 
Sunday, May 6 - Noon to Midnight 
M. T. W 7:30 a.m. - Midnight 
(May. 7.8,9) 
Free Coffee & Snacks • Open to All Students 
Sponsored by Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center 
Students, Faculty 
and Staff... 
Thank. y ou I 
We've enjoyed working with you 
over the past academic year! 
Summer Hours: 
Monday-Friday • 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Closed Saturday & Sunday 
:Q. 
Company 
525 Ridge Street • Bowling Green, Ohio • (419)354-3278 
University Dining Services 
Spring Semester 2001 Closing Hours 
Commons Dining Center 
Kreischer Sundial Food Court 
McDonald Dining Center 
Founders Keepers Food Court 






Silver River Cafe" 
Towers West Restaurant 
Closed 7pm Thursday. May 10 
Closed 2pm Friday, May 11 
Closed 2pm Friday, May 11 
Mother's Day Buffet, llam-2pm, Sunday May 13 
Open 7am-7pm Monday-Friday 
Closed Saturday, May 12, May 19 
Closed Sunday, May 13, May 20 
Open Monday - Friday, May 14-18.7am-2pm 
Closed Friday, May 11 
Open 7am-7pm Saturday, May 12 
Gosed Midnight Tuesday, May 8 
Closed 11 pm Tuesday, May 8 
Closed 3am Friday, May 11 
Closed Spm Friday, May 11 
Closed Spm Friday, May 11 
Closed 8:30pm Friday May 4 
Closed for dinner at 7pm Friday, May 4 
Open for lunch, 11:30am-1:30pm May 7-11 
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10 Soap unils 
M Thus tar 
15 Easy pace 
16 PWpoum 
17-Kay    ' 
18 Notooy noto 
chords 
20 Iberian country 
21 Verse 
22 HmllonW 
24 Okinawa port 
25 Distant 
28 Pros Lincoln 
31 Folkways 
33 Gaze lixsdy 
35 _sequrtur 
36 Word with soap 
or horse 
37 Coffin covers 
38 Hawaiian 
volcano 
40 Washington Post 
honcho 
42 Make straight 
43 Divide 
45 Small bill 
46 Video-game 
button 
47 Snow-day rides 
48 Director Craven 
49 Tatum or Monk 
50 Cruising 
52 « so forth 
54 Art m bad taste 
56 Scope 
60 Subdivision ol 
Oceania 
63 SmeU 
64 Caspian feeder 
65 Air on I 
66 Sit on the lence 
67 Le Pew of 
cartoons 
68 Move little by lifflo 
69 Musial and Mikjta 
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6 Palm blow 
7 Alternative to a 
medical 
examiner 
6 Poss&e to pacify 
9 Molars 
10 Hobgobin 
11 Clay, today 





23 Sangy negative 
25 Plowea but left 
PROBLEMS? 
About to trade in 
your last gasp of air for 
the answer to 12 down? 
Fear not, faithful reader. 
We have the answers, and^are 
quite willing to part with them. All 
you need to do is check the answer 
key, still located on this very page. 
We think. 
DOWN 
1 Painter Frans 
2 Urgent letters? 
3 Vega! 
constellation 
4 On tne up-and- 
up 
5 Georgia site 01 a 
26 Actress Dahl 
71 Views again 
28 Turkey capital 
29 Kin of a tumaoa 
30 Join up 
32 Estimated value 
again 
34 Wee oil 
39 Grow older 
44 Positioning 
51 Martin or 
McQueen 
53 Gam weight 
54 Auto racer Petty 
55 Despise 
SB Feds 
59 Listening devices 
60 Whelp 
61 Mine find 
62 Once around the 
track 
GAME RULES 
The rules are simple. Look at 
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The Campus Copy Center 
Now Carries 
Professional Resume Kits! 
■VKt. 
Our Resume Kits Contain: 
60 Sheets of Linen Paper <S 25 Matching Envelopes, 
Enough to make 25 Professional Resumes! 
Kits come in variety of colors. 
Only $10.00 Per Kit 
The Campus Copy Center 
is Conveniently Located 
at 111 University Hall 
372-9633 
"Resume Set Up Services Available Upon Request 
<^ Domino's Pizza 4fo 
^Jf WE ACCEPT ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS NJ* 
Serving Bowling Green, Portage, & B.G.S.U. 
Carry Out Only 
Minimum Order of 2 for Delivery 
Deep Dish Extra - We accept personal checks, AMEX, Visa, Mastercard, & Discover 
-TT^a^ cMenu %^-^T 
Slow Roasted Prime Rib au jus 
Country Smoked Ham 
Roast Turkey Breast 
Broccoli Rice Casserole 




TT^<# S)elaili %^^-rr- 
Reservations Required 
Please call: University Catering 
at 372-6951 
Monday-Friday 9 am - 5 pm 
By noon on Fri. May 11th. 
Parking is available in lots J &3 
(off of Thurstin Ave.) and lots 
7 & 8 between Merry & Reed St. 
off Thurstin Ave. Please use Towers 
West Entrance off of Thurstin Ave. 
Adults- $12.95 plus tax 
Children ages 3-10 years old - $5.95 plus tax 
Children under the age of 3 years - Free 
Golden Buckeye Card Patrons - $11.95 
BGSU Students - $11.95 with student ID 
(Meal Plans Accepted)     jfirf) 
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STUDENTS SKIP STATE EXAM 
SCARSDALE, NY. (AP) — Nearly 200 eighth-graders 
boycotted a state science exam with their parents' 
blessing Thursday in this well-to-do community of 
doctors, corporate executives and other high-achiev- 
ersThe school district in this New York City suburb 




Dorms are integral to campus life 
You walk on to campus a star- 
ry-eyed freshman expecting to 
walk up marble steps into your 
Hyatt Kegency dorm room. 
Instead, you walk into Motel 6, 
where they didn't even leave the 
light on for you. 
Is it worth it? Is paying an 
obscene amount of money to 
live in a shoebox-size room 
worth it? As we near the end of 
yet another year, we think back 
to the joys of dorm life. 
In fact, some residents of 
Conklin life enjoyed themselves 
so much this year that they are 
demanding their money back. 
Their complaints stretch from 
here to Founders, and thcv have 
U-WIIIE COLUMN 
asked the school to consider giv- 
ing them free room and board 
next year. 
Their complaints? Among 
them were that tile toilets don't 
work, the wall outlets spark and 
hiss, the furniture breaks, and 
many, many more. Is this too 
much to ask? 
The idea behind dorm life is to 
have a community of students 
who enjoy living together, and 
have fun with their college years. 
However, we all know that the 
dorms aren't all the brochure 
says they are. 
The toilets don't always work, 
the furniture isn't the best and 
you live in a mousehole for nine 
Stupid is as 
stupid does 
DAVIS, Calif. — It's common 
knowledge that people, in gener- 
al, are a few fries short of a 
Happy Meal. A few chocolate 
chips shy of a cookie. A few pud- 
ding cups short of an orgy. An 
olive short of a martini. Actually, 
make that an olive, gin, dry ver- 
mouth and a glass short of a 
1 martini. 
I     In other words, some people 
j are stupid. However, this fact of 
> life has been reinforced to me so 
[ many times in the past week that 
• 1 feel it is my duty to reinforce it 
1 to you. 
I'm not talking endearingly 
dim. in a "Dumb and Dumber" 
or "Wayne's World" sort of way. 
Nor am I speaking of those who 
got less than 800 on the SAT I, 
though I do appreciate how hard 
it is to bubble in one's name. And 
forget about being able to fit one 
letter per box. (Screw calculus: 
one-to-one ratios equal higher 
math.) 
No, I am referring to those 
who, in an immeasurably annoy- 
ing Pauly Shore-esque manner, 
feel the need to share their com- 
plete lack of brilliance with those 
of us who sunound them on the 
bus, in class, waiting for the ATM, 
at the video store, and in restau- 
rants. Out of sheer frustration, I 
implore them: think before you 
speak! 
No? No dice? No dice. I know 
there will always be one person 
in even,' class, every group, every 
line, every bus, who believes that 
every word s/he utters is bril- 
liance made audible. In fact, I 
wouldn't be surprised if you've 
heard one already in the 40 sec- 
onds or so it's taken you to read 
this far. 
They're unavoidable, I tell you. 
You can't escape. They're like 
ants: you find one, and you know 
there are a zillion more just wait- 
ing to annoy you. 
Therefore, it appears that the 
only way to get the imbeciles to 
stop making me want to pull out 
my tympanic membranes is to 
publicly call out their follies. To 
save my own sanity, I offer you 
some collegiate Pearls of 
(wis)dumb. And keep in mind 
that I amassed these quotes in 
the mere span of one week. It'll 
break your heart. 
From the "I live in a large 
house on Russell that faces cam- 
pus" department: "Yeah, I hate 
sunbathing because, you know, it 
makes you sweat and it's bad for 
your skin. That's why I head 
straight for the tanning bed." 




immortal" department: "Kafka 
was a vegetarian? Well, that 
explains why he died." 
From the "Standards are slip- 
ping" department: "I'm pretty 
sure that guy from 'Charles in 
Charge' won an Oscar." 
From the "I still believe in the 
Tooth Fairy" department 
Person A: "1 heard Bank of 
America is giving free money 
away today." 
Person B: "Oh yeah? How 
much per person?" 
From the "Like he's really going 
to care" department: "I'd like you 
better if you were dead." 
From the "Resistance is futile" 
department: "Death is tacky." 
From the "I also live in a large 
house on Russell that faces cam- 
pus" department: "Marie Claire is 
too intellectual." 
From the "Steven Segal IS 
intellectual cinema" department: 
"Yeah, hasn't violence in movies 
gotten way out of hand?... So 
which do you think was better, 
'Under Siege' or 'Under Siege 2'?" 
Okay, I made up that last one. 
What's really sad is that it's not 
entirely unbelievable. All told, 
I've heard more lucid syllables 
fall clumsily from the gap- 
toothed mouths of Woodland 
residents compared to some of 
your fellow Aggies. 
I'm not just offended as a 
human being. I'm offended as a 
student at UCD. I don't know 
about the rest of you, but I 
worked semi-hard in high school 
to get here. For my two senior 
year all-nighters to be spat on in 
such a manner by such obvious 
twits is more than slightly dis- 
turbing. 
If die above quotes are truly 
representative of the greatest 
minds our state has to offer, I 
weep for the future. When you 
consider that, according to U.S. 
News and World Report, UCD is 
the lOth-best public university in 
the nation, and therefore there 
are oodles of schools that have a 
far denser student population 
than ours, then my weeping for 
the future becomes justified. 
For all of you dimwits out 
there, I have one piece of advice: 
be aware of where you are and 
the scads of superior brains 
around you. Just as you are 
everywhere, so are we. And we're 
not laughing with you, we're 
laughing at you. 
YOU DECIDE 
What do you think of dorm 
life here at BGSU and how 
you cope? Let us know at 
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu. 
months. And to add to all that, 
you have a snoring, belching, 
hermit roommate named Liz- 
who you may or may not get 
along with. 
Is it too much to ask that the 
room be clean before we move 
in? It might also be a plus that 
the various utilities work in the 
bathroom. Taking the time to 
find a flushing toilet isn't always 
a luxury that we always have. Tell 
that to your hallmate hopping 
around in agony in the bath- 
room. And you wonder why 
people use the showers as a toi- 
let 
We know that this isn't a 
palace. We aren't little princes 
and princesses running around 
making unreal demands (well, 
most of us aren't). But it isn't 
much to ask that the tempera- 
tures be comfortable in the 
dorms. In the fall and spring, 
they feel like a nursing home, 
and in the winter, you can swear 
you're living in a Frigidaire. 
There will always be draw- 
backs to living in a communal 
situation. You have to deal with 
the incessant noise, the ungodly 
hours people keep, and the 
insane amount of false alarms 
It's not too tough to make our 
stay a little more enjoyable by 
fixing our facilities and regulat- 
ing our heat 
The dorms are a huge opera- 
tion to run, but we pay a huge 
amount of money to live here. 
We are paying to have decent liv- 
ing facilities. 
In terms of socializing, there 
aren't many better places than a 
college dorm. That's the redeem- 
ing quality to them. Make them 
more comfortable, and the stu- 
dents wili come. By the droves. 
We can't really complain too 
much more. Our dorms are safe. 
They keep us dry, for the most 
part. And they give us the unique 
chance to live within four feet of 
all our friends 
Basic living necessities are a 
must We have every right to 
expect that we get a decent room 
for the money we pay. But to 
demand too much is just stupid. 
This isn't the Hyatt, and we aren't 
celebrities. There is no room ser- 
vice in Kreischer. 
So, remember, it could be a lot 
worse. After all Liz could tell you, 
that Bo, her boyfriend, will be 
sleeping in your bed tonight. 
PEOPLE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
ON THE STREET 
What do you expect 
from your residence 
halls? 
Congrats to U. 
for success of 
Daffodil Days 
D ear BGSU Community: 
Thank you to all who helped 
make Daffodil Days 2001 so suc- 
cessful at BGSU. Our goal was to 
raise $12,000 for the American 
Cancer Society. We surpassed 
that by raising $13,385 for the 
Wood County Unit 
Efforts of many people con- 
tributed to this success: 
— Departments who permit- 
ted collection boxes 
— Staff who aided us with 
deliveries 
— And all the people who pur- 
chased daffodils. 
Combining the small acts of 
many people made it possible to 
give a big gift to the American 
Cancer Society to fund cancer 
research and to help cancer 
patients. Your generosity is 
appreciated. 
KELLY HAWK 
Omega Phi Alpha 
KRISTEN ESASKY 
Alpha Omicron Pi 
JOE PLAVCAN. SCOH DAILY 
Beta Theta Pi 
LINDA GL0MSKI 








"A fat roomie!' 
U WIRE COLUMN 
Don't rush judgment 
AT ISSUE Having grown up without the draft or a true war on foreign soil, how 











"I'd like to see bigger 
rooms and computer 
labs." 
CORVALUS, Ore. — It's some- 
thing our generation hasn't really 
had to face yet. 
We, the kids who grew up with 
Supersoakers, Transformers, 
Esprit bags and Tommy Hilfiger. 
haven't been faced with the eye- 
opening realities many of our 
parents had to deal with when 
they were asked to fight people 
in another country in a foreign 
war. 
College is a great way to hide 
from the real world, and even 
more difficult for us to fathom 
taking out the nose ring, turning 
off MTV, and walking through a 
jungle with a gun, shooting other 
kids our age. 
It's tough to imagine that gun 
being loaded with anything 
odier than paint balls. 
So, if you members of the 
Vietnam generation would cut 
us some slack when we cant 
relate to the struggles of the 
1960s, we'd appreciate it. 
Because, to be perfectiy frank 
with you, we only remember tie- 
dye, VW buses, long hair and bad 
fashion. 
And.we don't understand this 
hang-up you have with the 
Vietnam War. 
However, I'm pretty sure I can 
recognize a tormented man 
when I see one. And judging by 
what I Ve seen in television press 
EMISSION POLICY 
conferences, Bob Kerrey is 
haunted by his past. 
And no matter how much the 
media investigate the ill-fated 
raid on Thanh Phong village that 
Kerrey led in February 1969, the 
man will probably wrestle his 
demons for the rest of his life. 
For years after he came home 
from Vietnam, Kerrey was lauded 
as a war hero. A Navy SEAL who 
had lost his leg below the knee 
and earned the Congressional 
Medal of Honor, Kerrey later 
became a respected U.S. senator. 
He even ran for president in 
1992. 
But news reports by The New 
York Tunes Magazine and "60 
Minutes II" this week questioned 
Kerrey's status as a hero when 
they suggested that Kerrey's unit 
killed at least 13 unarmed 
women and children during that 
raid. 
Kerrey called a press confer- 
ence to explain what happened 
on the night He claimed the 
killings were accidental — the 
result of a dark, moonless night 
— and called the realization diat 
they'd killed civilians the time he 
"had seen Hell." 
OK, that I can understand. 
Hell means something more to 
me than being stuck at 
Abercrombie with no credit card. 
I imagine the horrible feeling 
JOEL 
FOWLKS 
Oregon State U. 
of leaving your family and your 
hometown to fly to another 
place in the world — a place you 
know nothing about. 
I can picture the confusion of 
seeing people who all look and 
talk the same, but some are ene- 
mies and some are allies. How do 
you know which is which? 
When you played war in your 
front yard as a kid, everyone was 
a soldier. But now there are all 
sorts of people in the way — real 
life is going on around you. 
Whom do you shoot? Who is 
about to shoot you? 
So I can understand your con- 
fusion, baby boomers. I wouldn't 
want to be in that situation, 
either. But why, 30 years later, are 
you all hung up on Bob Kerrey? 
The way I see it, he and those 
soldiers he led were given guns 
and knives and told to kill people 
they didn't know. That's what 
they did. It might be what I 
would do if I were scared so bad I 
was shaking. 
It isn't our fault that we are 
shallow and disinterested. I 
mean, you are the ones who 
raised us, right? 
...a BG News gladly prints Letters to the Editor and Guest Columns. Letters .should be tess.rhan 300 words.and _ 
Guest Columns can be 500 to 700 words. Narne,1>hone number and addres<slW^fMlnclu(ledforveri-flcatiorl. 
All submissions may be edited for length and clarity. Personal attacks and anonymous submissions wjli not be 
printed. Se«l submisslws to the.Oplnlon mailbox at210 West Hall or bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu, mim 
ject line "letter to the editor" or '"guest column." " >' 
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DONORS, FROM PAGE 1 
The Bennel Fertility Institute in 
Oklahoma City performs the 
largest amount of egg donations 
in Oklahoma and with success 
rates that are higher than the 
national average, said Reshef. 
Barghols fits the description, 
but yet has not'responded. 
"People keep asking me why 1 
don't apply and I haven't come 
up with a good answer," Barghols 
said. "I just think it is horrible to 
program what your children will 
be." 
The advertisement refers those 
interested to the law office of 
Greg L Eriksen in Orange, Calif., 
to receive more information and 
an application. 
Tracy Smith, English junior, 
also fits the description and was 
intrigued by the ad. She asked for 
the application, and found it was 
seven pages and required 18 pic- 
tures. 
Questions on the application 
range from sexual orientation 
and tanning ability to IQ and 
early developmental facts. It also 
asks for three complete family 
backgrounds. One for height, eye 
color, hair color and condition of 
hair. The application also asks for 
ethnic ancestry and then occupa- 
tion and education as far back as 
grandparents. 
Smith said that after looking at 
the application and possible side 
effects, she decided against filling 
it out. 
There has been another adver- 
tisement in The Oklahoma Dairy 
classifieds section which was 
placed around the same time, but 
is no longer running. This ad was 
looking for a blonde, blue- or 
green-eyed donor with a 25 ACT 
or higher. 
Lindsay Hamilton, criminolo- 
gy sophomore, e-mailed the 
address in the ad requesting 
more information. 
"I was reading the paper a few 
weeks back and they were offer- 
ing $3,000 for a certain egg," 
Hamilton said. "I was interested 
because I was going to buy a car 
with that money." 
The organization that placed 
the ad was the Egg Donation 
Center of Dallas, Inc. 
They sent Hamilton an appli- 
cation through e-mail and asked 
if she would fill it out by hand, 
write special donor at the top and 
send it in the mail. Hamilton 
filled out the application and sent 
in a picture. 
Hamilton then began talking to 
other people about egg donation 
and no longer felt comfortable 
about donating. 
She e-mailed the center to ask 
about complications. 
"This company out of Dallas 
told me all of the wonderful 
things about this needy couple," 
Hamilton said. "I felt like I could 
help them out. When I looked at 
some of the side effects, 1 got real- 
ly scared and e-mailed the nice 
lady that was giving me the infor- 
mation." 
The woman responded that 
there were only mild side effects 
and that since the patient is 
asleep during (he procedure 
there is little pain. Hamilton said 
that then she received an e-mail 
offering her $ 1,000 more because 
a couple thought she looked just 
like the recipient. 
Reshef said that agencies can 
be good in that they offer more 
options to the recipients, but they 
don't offer individual care 
throughout the entire procedure. 
Reshef works with couples to find 
donors through word of mouth. 
He said this greatly reduces the 
cost of the procedure. 
"We don't actively recruit," 
Reshef said. "We would have a 
surge of people and have to 
screen the applicants. Many of 
our donors have already done 
research on donating. We screen 
them very closely and explain the 
process to them from A to Z. We 
try to talk them out of it during 
the early stages." 
Reshef said that a physician is 
not merely a technician. He takes 
the care of the donors and recipi- 
ents very seriously and wants 
minimal complications. 
Both agencies were contacted, 
but neither would comment on 
the record. 
ASTEROIDS, FROM PAGE 1 
being recognized as serious 
enough a topic so as to go to the 
next step in terms of 'what if,"' 
said Richard Binzel, a professor of 
planetary science at the 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology who developed a 
scale to rank the potential danger 
of an impact. "We have now over- 
come the giggle factor." 
How serious the potential 
threat could be is underscored by 
an effort sponsored by the 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration to catalog 90 per- 
cent of all near-Earth objects, or 
NEOs, that are 0.6 miles or larger 
in diameter. 
The objects are a mix of 
comets, frozen balls of ice and 
dust that formed in the far reach- 
es of the solar system, and aster- 
oids, which were formed in the 
inner solar system between the 
orbits of Mars and Jupiter. 
Occasionally, those objects are 
pushed closer to the sun, either 
through collisions or by the tug of 
gravity, and cross the orbit of the 
Earth. 
So far, the search effort has 
turned up about half of an esti- 
mated population of 1,100 NEOs. 
"It is really in the last few years 
the search effort has begun to 
bear fruit and bear it massively," 
said Thomas Morgan, discipline 
scientist for NASAk NEO observa- 
tion program. 
If an Earth-bound asteroid or 
comet were spotted, scientists 
have proposed either attaching a 
rocket engine to it to nudge it out 
of the way, or smashing it to 
pieces with an atomic bomb. 
But even if a warning about a 
potential impact comes years or 
decades in advance, the feasibili- 
ty and expense of such a deter- 
rent is unknown. 
If an attempt to destroy or 
deflect an NEO should fail, and 
an object just a half-mile in diam- 
eter struck the Earth, it would 
unleash an amount of energy 
equivalent to 10 million times the 
power of the atomic bomb 
dropped on Hiroshima. The 
event could do for many humans 
what a larger object is widely 
believed to have done for the 
dinosaurs. 
"The public has all heard of the 
extinction of the dinosaurs, and 
they expect something to be 
done about |any potential 
impactl, so therefore something 
should be done," said Bill Cooke, 
a NASA contractor and space 
environment expert who has 
penned his own paper on the 
subject. 
The Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, for one, 
would respond in a way similar to 
how it does now with hurricanes 
— or the recent return to Earth of 
the Russian Mir space station. 
"If we were dealing with a larg- 
er object, like an asteroid that 
could have a much more severe 
impact on the United States, as 
we have more advance knowl- 
edge of where it might hit, we 
would immediately start alerting 
states that something was com- 
ing," said Marc Wolfson, a FEMA 
spokesman. 
For now, word of a potential 
threat comes by way of a casual 
bulletin posted on the Internet 
that is invariably redistributed by 
the media. 
"There's nothing set in stone 
yet as far as procedures go. That's 
what we want to get people talk- 
ing about: Who should be noti- 
fied? Who shouldn't? There's no 
desire to be secretive, but you 
don't want to cry wolf too often," 
Durda said. 
CONKUN, FROM PAGE 1 
happening in the future." 
In response to. the ineffective- 
ness of the maintenance reports 
Zentmeyer said, "We are current- 
ly sorting out all of the mainte- 
nance reports. We have found a 
lot of them are missing a final 
conclusion and need to find out 
why." he said. "I don't know why 
these problems haven't been 
resolved, there definitely is a 
problem, but we have not yet 
identified the source." 
Zentmeyer believes the prob- 
lems arc a result of miscommu- 
nication and expects to have a 
conclusion by the middle of next 
week as to what and where these 
communication problems came 
from and then try to prevent 
them from occurring again. 
In response to some of the stu- 
dents' requests to get monetarily 
refunded, Zentmeyer said, "we 
have discussed some options to 
try to rectify the situation, tradi- 
tionally we have perused options 
to better the situation for future 
students and learned from the 
experience in hopes to prevent 
them from happening in the 
future." 
The students are aware that 
they probably will not get any 
reimbursement in the form of 
money. 
"All of this will probably get 
buried and not adequately 
resolved, however I am 
impressed to see that Newman 
and Zentmeyer cared enough to 
meet with us and are considering 
reimbursing those students who 
moved in early," said Eileen 
Langford, sophomore. 
Another student is not quite as 
positive about the final outcome. 
"To me all they did was try to 
avoid the situation and make 
excuses. It appears they are fixing 
a few thing now just to appease 
us," said Cameron Shropshire. 
He does admit that this whole 
situation proved to him that stu- 
dents can make a difference by 
making their voice heard. 
Shropshire hopes that other stu- 
dents will see this and take action 
in the future when they have a 
major problem. 
Newman agrees saying, "I do 
commend the students for com- 
ing together as one regarding a 
common problem among them, 
I hope students will continue to 
do this instead of just complain- 
ing about their problems." 
DISK GOLF. FROM PAGE 1 
ing who grew up with the 
game. 
He added that many area 
players go on to regional and 
national competitions. 
Testifying to the sport's local 
popularity, BGP&R director 
Sean Norman said there are a 
few area groups devoted to it 
The Toledo Disc Golf 
Association, Black Swamp 
Disc Golf Association and oth- 
ers also hold annual 
tournaments 
A FRIDAY FACT. <j£ 
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Security Check Points will 
be in place. UAO and it's 
staff will reserve the right 







Dan Nied takes a look 
at the upcoming Blues 
Traveler release, Bridge. 
New releases from The 
New Year and Placebo 
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BEST LOCAL BAND 
WINNER: SugarBuzz 
RUNNER-UPS: Big Creak. 
Jukebox Soul, Star Afrique. 
WINNER RUNDOWN: Hip- 
hop- tinged funk is the 
music of choice among U. 
students as SugarBuzz beat 
out the Big Creak as best 
local band. Soon to be fea- 
tured on VHl's hit series 
'Bands on the Run," 
SugarBuzz is known for its 
high energy, audience driven 
shows. 
Also making a strong show- 
ing was local hip-hop outfit 
(recently featured in NOW) 
Star Afrique. 
Other bands earning recog- 
nition as local favorites 
included Stylex. The Fighting 
Hellfish, Evolotto, the 
Straightaways and hardcore 
group Premonitions of War. 
FAVORITE B6 NEWS 
SECTION 
WINNER: Page 3 
RUNNER-UPS: NOW 
Entertainment and Sports". 
THE DEAL U. students like 
their crossword puzzle along 
with random, non-sequitor 
humor as Page 3 is your 
overwhelming favorite 
BG News section. 
Whether it's a column 
by Jason Pea body, E. 
Sean Medina or a surly 
ninja doling out both advice 
and pain, Page 3 is always a 
source of humor for U. stu- 
dents. 
Unfortunately, enjoy Page 3 
while you can as it will no 
longer be a regular feature 
of the BG News next semes- 
ter. 
Here's what you like, trust us we know. You 
like Uptown/Downtown, but Tuxedo/Junction is 
a close second, both for drinking and finding 
that special someone for a night. You like 
O.A.R. but you can't wait for the Roots and 
Run D.M.C. to rock Anderson tomorrow. You 
like Sugarbuzz, but then again who doesn't? 
And you like Page 3. Don't get too attached 
though, as the page will not be returning next 
semeseter. 
How do we know what you like? 
We asked you and 300 of your fellow stu- 
dents to jot down what you like about Bowling 
Green. It's NOW's first ever student poll. To 
find out what else you like, keep reading. 
BEST LOCAL SOLO 
ARTIST 
WINNER: DJ Dub 
RUNNER-UPS: Tony Papa, 
and Adam Brooks Dudding. 
THE DEAL He's the host of a 
successful radio program on 
WBGU88.1FM.   He is known 
for his high energy live 
shows and as a master of 
the turntables. 
At a DJ Dub show you'll hear 
everything from old school 
Marvin Gaye to cutting edge 
rappers like Common and 
The Beatnuts. It is no won- 
der then, that DJ Dub, won 
the title of Best Local Solo 
Artist by a landslide. He is a 
fixture at places like the 
Aztec and Easystreet Cafe, 
and nary a week goes by 
without Dub taking to the 
turntables to entertain large, 
receptive crowds. 
The runner-ups are musical- 
ly different, but no less tal- 
ented than Dub. 
Papa and Dudding are pop- 
ular attractions throughout 
the Bowling Green area. 
BEST UAO EVENT 
WINNER: The Roots and Run- 
DMC(May5) 
RUNNER-UPS: OAR and Jim 
Breuer/Tracy Morgan/Tommy 
Blaze. 
THE DEAL If this poll is any 
indication then UAO has a hit 
on its hands with Saturday's 
Roots/Run-DMC show. 
Even though it has yet to occur, 
students seem thrilled by the 
prospect of seeing hip-hop pio- 
neers Run-DMC partnered with 
their Grammy Award-winning 
contemporaries, The Roots. 
Tickets are still available for 
the show. 
Jam band OAR.'s recent per- 
formance also drew kudos from 
U. students. The nearly sold out 
April 21 show is one that proved 
memorable for both students 
and no doubt UAO. 
Coming in a close third is the 
Jim Breuer/Tracy Morgan/Tommy 
Blaze night of stand up comedy. 
Uniting the former Saturday 
Night Live players Morgan and 
Breuer with emcee Blaze, result- 
ed In not only a memorable 
night of comedy, but one of the 
most successful events in 
recent campus history. 
BEST BEER 
WINNER: Bud Light/Ice 
RUNNER-UPS: Natural Ught, 
Old Milwaukee Light, 
THE DEAL U. students love 
their Bud. In any form-Light, 
Ice or regular Budweiser, 
when U. students drink, they 
opt for the King of Beers. 
There seemed to be no room 
for the expensive imports 
(although Newcastle, Harp 
and Amstel Light all made 
admirable showings), as 
Natural Light. Ole Mil and 
Miller were popular options. 
Canadians have no need to 
get hasty, though. Labatt 
Blue is the only foreign beer 
to gain large numbers of 
votes. Although, let's face it, 
most of us consider Canada 
the 51st state, anyway, so 
its strong showing is not 
that unexpected. 
BEST NOW FEATURE 
WINNER: OAR by Dan Nied 
RUNNER-UPS: Frank Black by 
Erik Pepple, Pop Culture Dept. 
by Jeff McGinnis and Godsmack 
by Lisa Bettinger. 
THE DEAL If there's one thing to 
be gleaned from this informal 
little survey; its that U. students 
love up and coming reggae- 
based jam band OAR. 
From their recent, enormously 
successful performance at 
Anderson Arena to brisk record 
sales at local music retailers, 
OAR., if Bowling Green is any 
indication, is headed for bigger 
and better things. And for those 
who can't get enough OAR. 
coverage (and there are plenty 
of you judging by the hits to 
http://www.b2n ews.com/now 
the week Mr. Nied's feature ran), 
there's one more story on page 
8. 
Erik Pepple's recent interview 
with former Pixies fomtman 
Frank Black also proved popu- 
lar. Jeff McGinnis' in-depth 
reportage on both the history 
and future of the Popular 
Culture Departments one of the 
most remembered pieces from 
NOW Entertainment. 
Yet, music seemed to be on the 
mind on many of those polled 
as Lisa Bellinger's interview 
with popular rock band 
Godsmack garnered several 
votes. 
BEST PLACE TO SEE A 
SHOW 
WINNER: Howard's Club H 
RUNNER-UPS: Easystreet Cafe, 
Anderson Arena and Brewster's. 
The Deal: With its long history 
of bringing in seminal blues 
acts, Howard's Club H is also 
renowned for the sheer variety 
of other musical acts it books 
on a regular basis. 
On an average week a BG resi- 
dent is likely to have their 
choice of the blues, garage rock, 
punk, hardcore, metal, ska, hip- 
hop, indie-rock and cover 
bands. 
With Its characteristically 
smoky ambience and eclectic 
crowds it gives one the Impres- 
sion of the coolest basement in 
town, and that's a good thing. 
Howard's edged out Easystreet 
Cafe, which is also a favorite 
thanks to its weekly open mic 
night and Jazz Night which fea- 
tures both professional and 
amateur players exercising their 
chops. 
Anderson Arena also made a 
surprisingly potent showing. No 
doubt due to the recent OAR. 
concert, Jim Breuer/Tracy 
Morgan/Tommy Blaze show and 
the upcoming appearance of 
critically acclaimed rappers 
Roots and Run-DMC. 
BEST BAR 
WINNER: Uptown/Downtown 
RUNNER-UPS: Easystreet Cafe, 
Howard's Club H, 
Tuxedo/Junction 
THE DEAL From Crab Races to 
Drag Night to Goth Night, 
Uptown/Downtown not only 
offers speciality nights, it also 
plays the widest variety of cur- 
rent Top 40 dance and hip- 
hop. Drink specials, insanely 
loud karaoke and large crowds 
helped to make 
Uptown/Downtown the bar of 
choice among BG News read- 
ers. 
Easystreet Cafe came in a 
close second. Easystreet is also 
known for its Hall of Foam and 
wide variety of beer. 





THE DEAL Not only is 
Uptown/Downtown the bar of 
choice, it is also the place to 
go to find a hook-up. 
Other popular spots to find a 
guy or gal to go home with 
were Skybar and the residence 
halls. 
In a related survey question, 
after you find your hook-up at 
a bar, where do you go from 
there? Most students selected 
the Library. West Hall, the 
gazebo by the Rec and the 
Music Building Practice 
Rooms. 
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Blues Traveler successfully crosses Bridge; The New Year 





After losing bass player Bobby 
. Sheehan to a drug overdose and 
adding keyboardist Ben Wilson 
to their lineup, it would be 
impossible for Blues Traveler to 
keep the same sound that pro- 
pelled them into rock stardom in 
themid-90's. 
Their new album Bridge, to be 
released Tuesday, offers less of 
frontman John Popper's trade- 
mark harmonica and more funk 
powered pop-rock with hard- 
flowing basslines and raucous 
guitars. 
Gone is the formula that creat- 
ed the mega-hit "Runaround" 
Instead of catchy harmonica riffs, 
Blues Traveler lets Wilson and 
new guitarist Chan Kinchla set 
the tone of Bridge. Kinchla's 
infectious guitar combines with 
Popper's vocal artistry and lyri- 
cism to make "Girl Inside My 
Head," Bridge's first single, a pop- 
rock gem that would make 
Matchbox Twenty jealous. While 
it doesn't have the originality of 
the band's other mega-hit 
"Hook," the song does a spectac- 
ular job of conforming to radio 
tastes while still keeping the 
;Blues Traveler sound alive and 
well. 
"Back in the Da/'opens the 
album with the familiar Blues 
Traveler blues-pop feel, and 
quickly claims a spot among the 
best tracks the band has record- 
ed. "You Lost Me There" and 
"Sadly a Fiction" can also make 
the same claim. 
Bridge's purpose is to serve as a 
transition for a quintet that was a 
quartet for their first five albums. 
The fact that Popper's maniacal 
harmonica takes a back seat to 
the rest of the band shows that 
Blues Traveler has grown musi- 
cally. 
Not coincidentally, many of 
Popper's lyrics deal with 
Sheehan's death, changes in the 
band's lineup and Popper's mas- 
sive weight loss. The album fea- 
tures a fantastic centerpiece in 
"Pretty Angry," Popper's take on 
Sheehan's death. Popper's mean- 
ingful vocals again combine with 
powerful lyrics to create a 
poignant and touching epic that 
shows the harsh reality of griev- 
ing for a lost friend. "And I wanna 
shout from my guitar/Come out 
come out wherever you are/The 
joke is over open your eyes/A 
heart like yours it never dies," 
Popper wails to Sheehan in use- 
less hope. 
Overall, Bridge may arguably 
rank as the best effort Blues 
Traveler has put forward. Wilson's 
keyboards compliment the rest 
of the band so well, it's a wonder 
they didn't add them sooner. The 
band keeps their integrity while 
exploring musical spaces they've 
yet to fill. Although Bridge may 
not gamer them the popularity 
that Four did with "Runaround" 
and "Hook," this band has always 
been more about an eclectic 
blend of music than catchy dit- 
ties. 
And Bridge more than suc- 
ceeds in creating that atmos- 
phere. 
-Dan Nied 
THE NEW YEAR 
NEWNESS ENDS 
B+ 
Touch and Go Records 
Bubba lyes, there are indie- 
rockers named Bubba, and God 
bless him for thatl and Man 
Kadane's last band was the semi- 
nal slowecore outfit, Bedhead. 
Their dreamy, moderately paced 
tunes were country tinged rock 
anthems on Ny-Quil. 
With their new band, The New 
Year and new album, Newness 
Ends, the brothers Kadane kick 
things up a notch and experi- 
ment with faster tempos. Yet this 
emphasis on quicker tempos 
does not so much relinquish 
their ties to their slowcore past, 
as simply moves them into 
uncharted territories. 
The songs may be faster, but 
the Kadanes are still creating 
lovely rock songs. Thankfully, 
though, the songs are still pro- 
pelled by the lyrics, which 
explore the light and dark of love 
and confusion about girls that 
made Bedhead so intriguing. 
The faster tempos actually 
improve upon Bedhead's signa- 
ture sound. The slow paced 
shuffle of Bedhead could grow 
tiresome and repetitive, whereas 
with The New Year the faster 
paced numbers serve as a nice 
counterbalance to the more 
shoegazing type tunes that pop- 
ulated Bedhead albums of yore. 
Songs like "One Plus One Minus 
One Equals One," are effectively 
made counter point to the more 
upbeat stylings of songs like 
"Newness Ends.* 
Nowhere is the slow/fast bal- 
ance more evident than on the 
album's highpoint, the hypnotic 
"Reconstruction." Building slow- 
ly upon a guitar riff that repeats 
itself over and over, the song 
THE NrW YFAR 
'H.VNl 
builds and builds, never quite cli- 
maxing, just getting faster and 
faster. Instead, its almost stub- 
bom refusal to just explode and 
rock out give the tune a power 
that reflects the general frustra- 
tion with life of which Matt 
Kadane sings. 
The same holds true for the 
rollicking "The Block that Doesn't 
Exist." Starting with drumming 
that wouldn't be out of place in 
the world of surf rock, the song 
alternates between Kadane's 
plaintive vocals and a propulsive 
drum beat that works in fits and 
starts. 
Newness Ends falls prey to a 
few short comings that keep it 
from attaining greatness. 
Namely, Matt Kadane's vocals, 
which are deadpan and often 
emotionless, tend to wear the lis- 
tener down. This approach works 
on most of the numbers which 
seem to be about love and loss, 
giving them an edge of helpless- 
ness or sorrow. Yet on a tune like 
"Gasoline," which demands a 
more emotional reading, his 
vocals aren't too intrusive, just so 
lacking in color that you wish 
they'd let the music do the talk- 
ing. 
Despite that reservation the 
Kadane brothers sound reinvigo- 
rated on Newness Ends. They 
have expanded upon their 
sound, something which many 
indie bands refuse to do, and in 
turn have crafted a powerful and 





Record labelMCA Records 
Does pop quench your thirst? 
No. 
Does Yoo-Hoo quench your 
thirst? 
No. 
Maybe Yoo-hoo with a little 
rum? 
NO. Of course not, the only 
thing that quenches your thirst is 
good ol' H20, and your musical 
thirst will be quenched after lis- 
tening to H20's latest album Go. 
Many of the songs on this CD 
have an Offspring/Third Eye 
Blind feel, but I say that only to 
put a genre to the name. H20 
has their own appeal and sound. 
Go differs a bit from H20's 
first CD's in that it has a 
punk/pop feel. 
Three songs in particular 
caught my pleasure: "Memory 
Lane," "Underneath the Flames" 
and the quintessential cover of 
Madonna's "Like A Prayer." 
"Memory Lane," is one of 
those songs that is hardcore yet 
very laid back. After listening to 
this song, I wasn't sure if I wanted 
to go cause some trouble or rem- 
inisce about past events with my 
roommates while drinking fla- 
vored coffee, and that is the sheer 
beauty of this song. 
"Underneath the Flames" is 
definitely going to be a hit on the 
mainstream airwaves. The guitar 
PLACEBO 
BLACK MARKET MUSIC 
A 
Hut Records 
and bass mesh so well on this 
track it pretty much gives you the 
chills. When lead vocalist Toby 
Morse comes in on top of the 
guitars, this song becomes so 
powerful and extremely fetching 
to the ear. You can't help but to 
want to listen to it again and* 
again and again. 
"Like a Prayer" is their piece ae 
resistance. It starts out like psy- 
chadelia has set in, but then 
when the first chorus is over, 
H20 comes at you as strong and 
intense as the running of the 
bulls in Pamplona. 
H20 captures the essence of 
Madonna's "like a Prayer" while 
adding their brilliant originality 
to this very intense piece of 
music. 
' If a middle of the road band 
can cover a song with brilliance 
then the public will take them 
under their wing and make them 
big. If a great cover song is what 
it takes for a group to be big then 
H20 will be a force to be reck- 
oned with in the very near future. 
Don't let your thirst go 
unquenched; pick your copy up 
in stores May 15. 
-Lkuv Schrag 
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JOHNNEWLOVE 
REAL ESIAIE, INC. 
Rental Office 
319 E. Woostcr St. 
Rentals available 
for summer and 
fall.   Stop by for 
our full listing. 
354-2260 
Feel The Need to Advertise? 
What ever your needs, the 
BG News Classified page 
is the answer! 
Call 372-6977 
On May 8 Placebo will release 
their latest album Black Market 
Music. 
The UK trio's prior album, 
Without You I'm Nothing cata- 
pulted the group to success and 
spawned a single of the same 
name featuring David Bowie. 
Muck Market Music features 12 
tracks (plus a hidden one!) and 
has a more unified sound then 
their prior recordings. 
Among the notable songs are 
"Taste in Men" (which samples 
the Chemical Brother's "Block 
Rockin' Beats") and the warped 
lullaby "Commercial for Levi." 
The third track, "Special K," is 
slated to be released as a single 
and will include at two mixes by 
D) Timo Maas. A video has been 
filmed which features members 
of the band being miniaturized 
and injected into a human (a la 
the movie Innerspace). 
Lead singer Brian Moloko's 
androgynous singing and bleak, 
Cure-esque spiritual undertones 





311 South Main Street A & B: Two bed 
room apartments located downtown. Unlurnished. 
Spacious rooms and lots of storage Gas heat 
Resident pays all utilities  S510 per month for a 12 
month lease 
3151/2 South Main Street: Two bedrooms 
unfurnished upper residence Wood deck Gas 
heat. Resident pays all utilities $465 per month 
for a 12 month lease. 
332 S.Main Street NEWIPVE 
Rentals 
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Anatomy of a show 
ByDanNted 
ASSIS TAHI NOW EDITOR 
It's a Saturday afternoon at 
Anderson arena and the volley- 
ball team is nowhere to be found. 
Their locker room, usually 
rilled with one of Bowling Green's 
most proud athletic teams, is 
instead occupied by one of Ohio's 
fastest rising bands. 
The five members of OAR. 
and their four-man entourage - 
including road manager loci 
Forman, a friend they call "Lefty," 
who seemed to know of a party 
later that night and crew mem- 
bers Mike Samovsky and Rick 
Schrimpf - take the place of the 
Falcons as they rest in the stalls 
after a lengthy sound check. 
Anderson Arena was OAR.'s 
home base that night as they pre- 
pared to play their biggest head- 
lining show ever. 
About an hour earlier, 
Foreman carefully backs OAR.'s 
white van up to the back of the 
arena Out came four band mem - 
bers; Singer Marc Roberge and 
Lefty are trailing close behind in a 
separate car. Business-like, the 
band goes to work, inspecting the 
stage and unloading their own 
equipment. There are no roadies 
for this band. 
"We've gotten so used to set- 
ting up are own equipment that 
it's not really a big deal anymore," 
says bassist Benj Gershman "It's 
not that hard. Granted, some- 
times it would be nice to have 
someone do it for us, but it's no 
big deal." 
IL 
UAO has done a respectable 
job of converting the old gymna- 
sium that is Anderson Arena into 
a makeshift Carnegie Hall. Blue 
folding chairs, turning gray from 
a coat of rust, take the place of a 
basketball court. The hoops are 
suspended in the rafters, one 
above the sound board, the other 
dangling directly above Chris 
Culos' drum set 
"Man, that thing is right over 
Rebekah Gonalei BG News 
PLAY THAT FUNKY MUSIC WHITE BOYS: OAR bassist Benj 
Gershman (left) jams with singer Marc Roberge at their April 21 
show at Anderson Arena. 
Culos' head," says Roberge. "Let's 
hope it doesn't fall. 
Green signs attached to every 
other seat on the floor let the 
crowd know that no moshing or 
crowd surfing will be allowed. 
The day before, a hoard of UAO 
volunteers were hard at work try- 
ing to mask the overall jockiness 
of the arena The hardwood floors 
were covered with rubber mats, 
the chairs were set up and the 
stage was assembled at the west 
end ol the arena. 
They have called in profession- 
als to assemble the sound system. 
Speakers hang in the rafters with 
the basketball hoops, and the 
chairs on the floor will be held 
together with plastic wristbands 
to minimize the possibility of 
rowdiness at the show. Of course, 
most people wouldn't 't equate 
an OAR. show with violence. 
Gershman jokes that it might be a 
good idea to prepare. 
"Last night we had a few fights 
break out," he says. "Our shows 
are starting to get violent. Maybe 
we should slow it down a little 
bit." 
It may make sense though; 
Roberge had to stop a show in 
Toledo the week before to urge 
the crowd to settle down after an 
altercation. 
III. 
When the first sounds of music 
come out of the speakers, com- 
pliments of some harmless 
strumming from guitarist 
Richard On, the Beta 500 setup is 
being torn down in the parking 
lot. The hundreds of Greeks at the 
event have gone home, but a 
number of them will show up 
later as part of the 3,300 people 
who will watch OAR. perform 
that night. 
The number of people is not 
lost on the band. 
"This show is huge," said 
Roberge. "I'm just happy that 
there will be a lot of eyes on us 
tonight." 
"1 dont usually get nervous 
before shows," Benj says. "But I'll 
probably be nervous for this one, 
just because of the number of 
people here." 
When On picks up his guitar, 
he plays a few chords to get the 
groove going On the other side of 
the stage, Roberge serenades 
Gershman with an alternative 
version of the Dave Matthews 
Band's "I Did It", complete with 
the bastardized lyrics "I did it for 
the fries." 
From there, Gershman picks 
up his bass, Roberge nabs his 
acoustic guitar, Culos grabs his 
drumsticks and saxophonist lerry 
DePizzo gets set to play. Before 
long, an impromptu jam breaks 
out. Their instruments come 
together to make one united 
wave of Jamaican dancehall rock 
that reverberates off the empty 
Anderson seats and floods the 
empty space with sound. 
A mini-show erupts later in the 
sound check as Culos punishes 
his snare drum on the signature 
track "Delicate Few" as Roberge 
sings "Risin' up early/Sun barely 
before me/I could have swom/I 
just laid my head to bed" with the 
kind of conviction that makes 
you believe these lyrics changed 
his life. DePizzo keeps the jam 
alive with his infectious saxo- 
phone while Gershman and On 
frame the whole, priceless scene. 
The performance gamers a one- 
man applause from a security 
guard eager to show his gratitude. 
Once off the stage, On looks for 
an opinion of the sound: "Did 
that sound OK?The sound is real- 
ly heavy in here." 
IV. 
Roberge stands on stage, 
acoustic guitar in hand, sweat 
covering his T-shirt. "I said 
lohnny, whatcha doin' tonight?!" 
he sings as the band is halfway 
through "That Was A Crazy Game 
Of  Poker,"  a  song  that  has 
become as much of a hit as a song 
can be with no radio play. The 
lights suspended above the stage 
Dip from the band to the audi- 
ence as the entire crowd takes a 
break from singing along to roar 
in approval. About an hour earli- 
er, OAR. started the biggest show 
they've ever headlined, and for 
the last hour a drunken orgy of 
college students has taken in 
every note from Gershman's bass, 
every sound from Roberge's voice 
and every squeak from DePizzo's 
saxophone. 
As Roberge freestyles his way to 
the climax of "Poker," the show 
hits its crescendo. And it becomes 
an officially successful night. 
ANATOMY, PAGE 9 
ReMkah Goruilei BG News 
NICE JOB: Workers assemble the light system the night before the 
OAR. show. 
Help Make 
Share your insight, creativity, 
ideas and opinions with the 
Campus Community 
Your Newspaper 
The BG News is now 
accepting applications for 
summer and fall volunteers! 
COrVGRATOZAT/OrVS 











• Applications are available in 210 or 204 West Hall. 
• Interviews for editors will be held starting on 
Monday, May 6. 
• All other applications due Friday, May 4. 
• All other Interviews will be held starting on 
Tuesday, May 7. 
Contact AmyJo Brown 
amyjobr@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Great Apartments Still Available 
for Fall 2001 at 
6REENBRIAR 
Columbia   Court   Apartments 
$900/mo. *1 Unit Left! 
Field Manor Apartments 
$625-$675/mo. *1 Unit Left! 
Frazee Ave.  Apartments 
$625-$675/mo. *Limited number left! 
Buff Apartments 
$560-$625/mo. *2 Units left! 




224 E. Wooster 
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More results from the 
BG News Reader's Poll 
BEST PARTY 
WINNER: Towerfesl 
RUNNER-UPS: SuperBash, Ullerfest, 
Merry Madness 
THE DEAL BG students like to party 
and Towerfest is one of the biggest 
parties on campus each year. 
Held at the water on Manville, the 
party attracts several hundred peo- 
ple gather for plenty of kegs, com- 
pany and celebration. 
Coming in a close second (in fact, 
falling short by just one vote) is the 
biannual SuperBash. Held on S. 
College each semester, the party is 
known for live music, an assload of 
kegs and its trademark Slip N' 
Slide. 
Other parties getting the attention 
of U. students are the ski team's 
Ullertest and Merry Madness. 
BEST PUBLIC PLACE ON 
CAMPUS TO GET IT ON 
WINNER: Library 
RUNNERS-UP: Music Building 
Practice Rooms, the gazebo by the 
Rec Center. 
THE DEAL So your roommate just 
won't leave the room. Or perhaps 
you're feeling saucy and want to 
get it on in public (by get it on we 
mean either making out or getting 
it on, draw your own conclusions), 
so where do you go? 
For most in our poll the library, 
especially the 8th floor is the mak- 
ing out area du jour. 
Library not your style? other pollees 
suggest the Music Building 
Practice Rooms, the gazebo by the 
Rec Center and several locations in 
West Hall (such as 121 West Hall, 
the basement, elevators and dark 
rooms). 
%?7 
ItTou travel Interstate SO from 
Mew Yorfr City to San Francisco, 
4% how many states mil you 
pass thrwgh? 
^ The average, person has ^\ 
over t,H60 dreams a year... 












SELF - STORAGE 
• Near Campus 
• Low Rates 
• Open 24 Hours 
• Summer Leases 
• Clean 
• Many Sizes 
Don't Make Extra Work 
Leave Your "Things"! 
Summer 
Storage! 
Call Today to 
Reserve Unit: 
318 Conncaul VA: One bedroom unfurnished apartment located in a 
house. IHll i.VMIl.U ttAIIKXM'VU-R  Big yard, front porch 
Located down from the city park   $455 00 per month for a 12 month 
lease  Resident pays electric only 
338 1/2 Wallace: One bedroom unfurnished upper duplex. Extra clos- 
et space Storage shed located behind garage  Off Street parking. Nice 
residential area   M55.0Q per month for a 12-month lease   Resident 
pays all uniiliiies. 
1II Oak "Hear: One bedroom unfurnished lower apartment. Bath 
with shower Lois of storage space Resident pays all utilities. SMOKE 
FREE LIVING AREA! $4O500per month for a 12-month lease. 
534 S. Grove St: Two bedrooms unfurnished house  Large enclosed 
front porch. Residential area. Large yard. One car garage. Resident 
pays all utilities  ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE UNRELATED 
PEOPLE!!! $725.00 per month for a 12-month lease 
229 Wolfly: Two bedrooms unfurnished upper duplex  Large living 
room, kitchen   Lots of storage space  One car garage   Resident pays all 
utilities  (485.00 per month for a 12-month lease 
Writers Guild Strike to 
resume talks today 
By Anthony Brezmcan 
«P I NTFRIAIhMFHI REPORTER 
Hollywood writers resumed 
negotiations with producers 
Thursday, the second day with- 
out a contract, while the possi- 
bility of a strike loomed over the 
movie and television industry. 
Lead negotiators in the talks 
between the Writers Guild of 
America and the Alliance of 
Motion Picture and Television 
Producers concluded their 
meeting Thursday evening, but 
committees continued review- 
ing proposals into the night. 
Both sides were scheduled to 
return to the table Friday. 
The talks were cloaked by a 
news blackout and both sides 
declined to characterize their 
status 
"They are very intense negoti- 
ations," said Cheryl Rhoden, 
spokeswoman for the writers 
guild. "A lot of hours and a lot of 
work (are) being put in." 
"I think both parties are inter- 
ested in trying to reach a settle- 
ment as soon as possible," 
added Barry Liden, spokesman 
for the producers. 
The writers' old contract 
expired at 12:01 am. 
Wednesday. Talks Wednesday 
stretched to 14 hours, ending 
early Thursday. 
For a walkout to happen, the 
heads of the Writers Guild of 
America would have to call for a 
vote of their 11,500 members. So 
far, the guild has said members 
can continue working under 
terms of the old contract while 
talks continue. 
An agreement likely hinges on 
pay for home-video releases and 
foreign and cable distribution. 
The writers have demanded 
an average annual raise of about 
3 percent, amounting to $99.7 
million over three years. The 
producers alliance has said it 
cannot afford to meet all the 
writers' demands 
The news blackout was 
imposed on April 17. Before 
then, the two sides had yet to 
bridge a $100 million gap 
between their demands. 
The entertainment industry 
could be hit by back-to-back 
strikes; the contract with the two 
performers unions, the Screen 
Actors Guild and the American 
Federation of Television and 
Radio Artists, nears expiration 
June 30. 
A work stoppage by writers 
and actors would delay the fall 
TV season and reduce the num- 
ber of movies produced. 
The last writers strike was in 
1988 and lasted 22 weeks. It cost 
the entertainment industry 
nearly $500 million in lost rev- 
enue. 
In March, the writers guild 
released documents showing 
that the producers were open to 
some concessions, including 
increasing Fox TV's residual pay- 
ments, which have been dis- 
counted since the network was 
in its infancy. Among other pro- 
posals made at the time, the 
producers offered slight increas- 
es in foreign and pay TV residu- 
als and greater creative freedom 
for writers during produdfon. 
The producers were refusing 
any increase in video/DVD pay- 
ments and wanted the right to 
rerun TV shows within 14 days 
at a discount — a proposal 
opposed by the writers. 
Getting to the bottom of the show 
ANATOMY. FROM PAGE 8 
V. 
Now the fun part begins. 
UAO's volunteers commandeer a 
utility Geld of brooms and get to 
work sweeping up debris and lit- 
ter left behind from the show. In 
the Anderson Arena hallway, On 
and Culos watch fans leave the 
show as they reflect on what just 
happened. One by one, girts 
dressed in the tightest of tight 
shirts wander up to them, most 
with the same message: "I came 
Autographs are signed, smiles 
are shot and rumors are quelled. 
"We heard that you guys were 
gay, is that true?" asked a high 
school girl trying her best to fit in 
with the college crowd. 
"What?" On said obviously 
wondering how that got started. 
"I can tell you, that's definitely 
not true..." And then came the 
predictable Seinfeldian response: 
"Not that there's anything wrong 
with that" 
Having shed light on the truth, 
that would take them around 
some of Bowling Green's finest 
establishments and residences. 
3,300 people came, 3,300 peo- 
ple saw, and OAR. conquered 
Anderson Arena that Saturday 
night. At the end, Roberge said 
something that summed up the 
show better than anyone else 
could hope to. 
"This was the kind of night 
that changes things." Rebekah Gonzales BG News 
SAX: Jerry DePizzo plays BG 
DOYOU KNOW WHERE     * 
YOU'RE LIVING? 
202 N. Grove St. #A: One bedroom unfur- 
nished apartment in a house. Entry foyer, eat in 
kitchen. Close to downtown. City Park S Campus. 
Resident pays all utilities $385.00 per month for a 
12-month lease. 
314 E. Evers: Two bedroom unfurnished 
lower duplex with a pleasant yard. Spacious room. 
Utility area. Resident pays electric and gas heat. 
FREE WATER & SEWER. Large front porch. Off 
street parking ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN 
THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE! $615.00 per 
month for a 12 month tease. 
309 Pearl St.: Two bedroom unfurnished 
lower duplex. Washer/dryer hookup. Nice size yard. 
Front porch. Resident pays all utilities. ZONED FOR 
NO MORE THAN THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE!! 
$585.00 par month for a 12-month lease. 
202 N. Grove St. #EFF: Unfurnished effi- 
ciency. Enytry Foyer. Plenty storage space. Located in 
part of a house. Resident pays all utilitis. 
S325.00 per month for a 12-month lease. 
LOCATION. PRICE AND SELECTION 
Yon Will Find The Best Housing With US! 
■ ■ | 
NEWI9VE     _• 
Rentals 352-5620 k=!.9 
»(our onty office)      www.n«»»tov«f»a/iy.corTi 
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332 S. Main ,_ 
(our only office) 
352-5620 
517 E. REED . Al Thurstln One Bedroom. 1 Balh. 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
School Year - Two Person Rate ■ $495 00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $425 00 
4JJ THURST1N - Across from Offenhauer 
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate - $370.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $335.00 
505 Cl.OUCH - Campus Manor 
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity 
School Year   Two Person Rate - $62000 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550 00 
449 455 S. ENTERPRISE . One Bedroom Furn or Unfurn. 
School Year - One Person Rale - $410.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00 
605 SECOND - One Bedroom Unfurnished 
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $340 00 
720 SECOND   One Bedroom Furnished. 
School Year - One Person Rate • $415 00 
One Year   One Person Rate - $360.00 
707 711.715.710 J2j  727 THIRD 
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished. 
School Year - Furnished   One Person - $385 00 
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $345 00 
402 HICH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Furn. or Unfurn. 
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $575 00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $480 00 
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00 
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. 
I Bath Plus Vanity in BR. 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00 
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity In Hall 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $555 00 
Furnished - pne Year - Two Person Rate - $460 00 
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Balh. Vanity in Hall. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545 00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450 00 
802 SIXTH  Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $585.00 
Furnished - One Year • Two Person Rate - $500 00 
840 850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor. 
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $615 00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00 
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545 00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate • $450.00 
Houses For August Leases 
256 S. College. Unit #B - Two Bedroom, limit 
4 people. $700.00 per month. Lease 8/23/01 
to 8/10/02. 
530 E. Merrv - Three Bedroom. Limit 4 people. 
$750i.OO per month Lease 8/23/01 to 8/10/02. 
605 Second - Four Bedroom. Limit 4 people. 
$760.00 per month. Lease 8/23/01 to 8/10/02. 
710FI|hth - Three Bedroom^Llmlt 3 oeonle. 
1, 




Call JOHN' NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE, INC. 
Rental Office 354-2260 
For Your Ciiim-nii'iiir We W I mated 
Ai 319 I- Wbosler Street, across 
limn T.itti Bell 
V 





BOWLING CREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Associated Press Ptiolo 
NO LOSS OF WORDS: Former 
NBA star Charles Barkley is 






By Howar d Frendrich 
THC ASSOCIATE0 PRESS 
NEW YORK — A humble 
request for Michael Jordan: If you 
do come out of retirement, 
please don't bring Charles 
Barkley along. 
Regardless of how much 
weight he's lost or how many 
rebounds he's still capable of 
grabbing, Barkley is providing 
more pleasure for NBA fans from 
his spot behind a desk on Turner 
Sports sets than he would on the 
court. 
He's successfully morphed 
from the Round Mound of 
Rebound to the Round Mound of 
Sound, and we wouldn't want to 
lose his commentary. 
Neither should Turner or the 
NBA, whose TV ratings keep 
sinking. The league has had 
increasing difficulty drawing TV 
audiences since you-know-who 
quit 
NBC's regular-season ratings 
this year were down mote than 
10 percent from 1999-00 and 30 
percent from 1998-99. NBC's 
playoff ratings are down 9 per- 
cent from last season, though the 
good news is last weekend's rat- 
ings were even with 2000. 
Playoff ratings were down 
about 13 percent on TNT and 
TBS through Wednesday, after a 
15 percent drop in the regular 
season. 
Barkley, who played 16 NBA 
seasons and retired last year after 
rupturing a tendon in his left leg, ' 
is an anomaly in sports broad- 
casting — a knowledgeable 
comedian. 
He mixes analysis with silli- 
ness while sometimes letting fel- 
low studio-sitters Ernie lohnson 
and Kenny Smith get a word in. 
Barkley is refreshingly opin- 
ionated, occasionally obnoxious 
or offensive, knows the game, 
and can be laugh-out-loud 
funny. Most importantly, he's 
spontaneous. 
Wednesday provided a few 
examples: 
• On Vince Carter "He played 
like a girl last year and he played 
like a girl so far this series.... They 
put him on TV every week, they 
made him a superstar — now 
play like one and quit whining 
and telling me it's a team game." 
• During a cut to the 76ers- 
Pacers game: "How much you 
want to bet every time we look 
into that game, Allen fverson will 
be shooting the ball?" 
• On Rapiors-Knicks Game 5 
at Madison Square Garden: 
"New York's hostile. That's where 
all the crooks in the world live— 
New York. If you can play well 
there, you can play well any- 
where." 
Or how about this exchange: 
lohnson: "That's the first time, 
by the way, that [the Pacersl won 
Game 1 of a series then lost the 
series. They're 11-1 now when 
that happens.... You're giving me 
a blank stare there, Chuck." 
Barkley: "Trying to figure out 
BARKLEY, PAGE 11 
Softball set on division title 
By Dorothy Wrona 
SPORTS REPORTER 
As the weather heats up so 
does the race for the MAC soft- 
ball regular-season crown. BG 
will try to maintain its place at 
the top of the East Division with 
a three-game home series 
against Kent this weekend. 
The Falcons enters the week- 
end with a 29-16 mark overall 
and a 16-4 MAC record, good 
enough for first in the division. 
Kent is close behind at second in 
the division with a 26-18 overall 
record and a 13-6 MAC record. 
Falcon head coach Leigh 
Ross-Shaw is expecting a lot of 
fan support, which is an advan- 
tage for the Falcons. She also 
expects the Falcons to stick to 
their goal of winning the East 
Division title. 
"They have a goal and they're 
not going to let anyone get in the 
way of that," she said. 
Because Kent is fighting for 
first in the division, this series 
and the division 
crown could 
come down to 
which team 
wants it more. 
"We need one 
game," Ross- 
Shaw said. 
ROSS-SHAW "Tha,S     SOm! thing we could 
be able to accomplish." 
Senior       outfielder       Jen 
Domschot agrees the team that 
wants it more will come out the 
winner of the series. 
"Whatever team plays hard 
will win," she said. 
An overall regular-season con- 
ference title is also possible. To 
catch Central Michigan, who is 
at first place in the West Division, 
for the lead, BG would need to 
sweep Kent. 
The Falcons are riding a 
seven-game win streak and are 
coming off a 4-3 win over Toledo 
on Tuesday. "Our bats are going 
to come through," she said. "It's a 
Nick Hiirm 8G News 
THREE'S COMPANY: Bowling Green defender Sara Leary takes a slide into the middle of the action during a recent practice. 
Spring soccer a success 
The men's and 
women's soccer 
programs combined 
for a record of 7-1-3 
this spring 
By Derek McCord 
SPORTS REPORTER 
What separates the teams at 
the top of the league table to the 
midfield runners does not start 
with training in the pre-season, 
but in the summer. 
The Bowling Green men and 
women soccer teams hope to 
avenge their MAC Tournament 
Championship Final loss. 
Both teams were just one 
match away from capturing a 
conference championship. The 
women lost to the Miami 
RedHawks as Danelle Bcrkmeier 
netted the golden goal to give 
Miami the title and a NCAA 
Tournament bid. 
The men's team had the same 
score in their championship 
match as arch rivals Kentucky 
wrapped up the match in regula- 
tion 1-0. So now the quest for 
redemption begins with spring 
season. 
The women were affected 
with an enormous injury prob- 
lem over the training session. 
The biggest injury suffered was 
to Tracy Gleixner who tore an 
ACL ligament, but it was the 
opposite knee ligament that she 
tore after her sophomore sea- 
son. 
Gleixner's injury is critical to 
the team's performance next 
season due to her being the 
Falcons second best scorer last 
season with five goals and 13 
points. 
Teammate Libby Christian 
had die same injury last season 
and was able to rehab in four 
months so head coach Andy 
Richards is hoping happens to 
Gleixner. 
The men's team has had a bet- 
ter spring on the injured list. 
With losing seven players to 
graduation, head coach Mel 
Mahler was only had 11 players 
to his disposal. Mahler felt that it 
was critical to give the players 
who did not see much playing 
time last season time to work on 
their skills. 
Richard's did not have the 
same luck as Mahler did with 
player numbers as he had to 
actually bring back some of his 
graduating seniors to fill out a 
roster, but even with the lack of 
numbers the women's squad 
was able to produce a good 
spring season. 
The best weekend of the sea- 
son for the women's side was 
their 1-0 defeat of Toledo on 
March 31. Then BG knocked off 
Ohio Premier Team Dayton 2-1 
SOCCER. PAGE 11 
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fell HMirach8G News 
PERFORMING THE FLOP: A Falcon high jumper reaches for 
higher ground in a recent match in Bowling Green. 
By Ryan Fowler 
SPORTS REPORTER 
It's that time of year when 
classes are finally wrapping up, 
students start getting as much 
sleep as Morton Downey Jr. in 
jail, and when students take that 
last exam and start bolting for 
their cars: It's the final weekend 
of school. 
However, not everyone will be 
here. BG's track squads will be in 
Athens, Ohip for the USAFT 
Quadrangular this Saturday and 
in Columbus, Ohio on Sunday 
when select individuals com- 
pete in the Jesse Owens 
Invitational. 
The men hope to send all 
healthy runners to Athens so 
they can go up against some 
good competition before the 
Mid-American Conference 
Championships. The meet will 
consist of host Ohio University, 
Kent State University and the 
University of Washington. 
Coach Sterling Martin said that 
this meet is the primary focus 
this weekend. 
"We need to begin to set our- 
selves up for a great conference 
meet," said coach Martin. "We 
need to go in and do the things 
we do well, we need to put 
points on the board with our A- 
List guys Ricco |Oglesby|, Zerian 
IPetersonl, I Tom] Kutter, those 
guys need to continue to step it 
up and get it done." 
The Jesse Owens Invitational 
is an optional meet for the track 
teams considering it is on 
Sunday, the day before finals. 
Therefore, many men have 
decided to  come  back on 
OWENS, PAGE 11 
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matter of intensity." 
This weekend's series will also 
be, the last of this season. 
Domschot expects that emotion 
to play into this series, especially 
for the team's four seniors. 
"We've had a good four years 
together," she said. "We'll go out 
with a bang hopefulry." 
BG and Kent will meet at 3 
p.m. on Friday at the BGSU 
Softball Field. On Saturday the 
teams will return to the field for a 





The Associated Press 
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio — 
Cris Carter, one of only two 
players in NFL history with 
more than 1,000 receptions, 
plans to retire after this sea- 
son, The Middletown Journal 
reported Thursday. 
The Minnesota Vikings 
wide receiver, No. 2 behind 
Jerry Rice in receptions and 
touchdown catches, made 
the announcement 
Wednesday night during a 
banquet speech in 
Middletown, where he was a 
high school star. 
"Just where everything 
began, right here in 
Middletown, I think that, at 
this point, I'm going to make 
the announcement that this 
will be my last year of play- 
ing," Carter said, according to 
the newspaper. 
The 35-year-old Carter had 
previously said he would 
return for at least one more 
season, but he hadn't 
announced when he would 
retire. 
His agent, Mitchell 
Frankel, was traveling 
Thursday and not immedi- 
ately available for comment. 
Vikings owner Red McCombs 
and team spokesman Bob 
Hagan did not immediately 
return phone calls from The 
Associated Press. 
When Carter told the ban- 
quet crowd of several hun- 
dred people that the 2001 
season would be his last, 
there was a moment of 
stunned silence. 
"It's not because I can't play 
anymore," he said. "It's not 
because I don't love it any- 
more. It's because my assign- 
ment in the NFL is complete 
as a player. My dream is real- 
ized, it's come true. I don't 
want to play one extra day 
and deny another man from 
wearing the No. 80 jersey and 
keep him from enjoying the 
kind of opportunities that I've 
had." 
Carter played at Ohio State 
from 1984-86 where he set 
career reception and touch- 
down records that were later 
broken by David Boston. 
Carter caught his 1,000th 
pass last season and finished 
with 1,020; Rice has 131. He 
is the Vikings' career leader in 
touchdowns (104) and yards 
receiving (11,512). 
He spoke at the Pigskin- 
Roundball Spectacular ban- 
quet, which honors the 
accomplishments of 
Middletown and Ohio ath- 
letes and coaches. He and his 
brother, Butch, former coach 
of the Toronto Raptors, were 
the main attractioa 
"It's hard to believe that in' 
the year 2001 I'd still be run- 
ning touchdowns," he said. 
"But for those of you who still 
haven't seen me play, please 
try to check me out this year." 
f 
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Sir Charles 
speaks his 
mind to all 
BARKLEY, FROM PAGE 10 
what thai slat had to do with any- 
thing." 
Johnson: "Well, it's just inter- 
esting. Usually when they win 
Game 1 of a series they win the 
series. But this is the first time 
they didn't." 
Barkley: "There's a first time for 
anything, Ernie. You didn't hear 
that growing up?" 
Johnson: (Sigh of exaspera- 
tion.) 
It might be inane, but it's a 
more welcome strain of inanity 
than other things on TV 
Exhibit A: During TNT's tele- 
cast of Knicks-Raptors, there 
were no fewer than three inter- 
views with Carter's mother. Not 
Carter, not a Raptors teammate, 
not Raptors head coach Lenny 
Wilkens. Carter's mother. 
Exhibit B: Turner shrinking the 
action to about 20 percent of the 
screen at times, with the comer 
overlapped by a larger box pro- 
moting future programming. 
Viewers couldn't see if free-throw 
attempts went in. 
Back to Barkley. Talking about 
Charles Oakley challenging 
Carter to step up in the playoffs, 
Barkley said, "One thing about 
Charles Oakley — he might be 
crazy, but he's going to be honest 
and straightforward." 
That fits as a self-assessment, 
too. 
J - ~|T 
Men win three 
c) m, 
Hick Hurm BG News 
KICK IT: Junior midfielder Annmarie Apara shows off her skills. 
SOCCER, FROM PAGE 10 
the same day. The next day they 
defeated Tiffin University 4-0 
and Club Ohio Dynamos 5-0. 
Mahler's team favored pretty 
well also in spring play by post- 
ing a 3-1 -3 record. The defeated 
Ohio Wesleyan, Tiffin and 
Cleveland State: tied Michigan 
State and were defeated by 
Heidelberg. 
But this is spring and all of 
next year's freshmen are not 
able to attend so both coaches 
were not able to really try and 
set any new plans into effect. 
"We were down in numbers 
so we were not able to train like 
we want to," Mahler said. "But 
we were able to move some 
players around to different 
positions, but from a strategy 
point of view we did not try any- 
thing new because with the 
new players coming in we 
would have to re teach it." 
Richards is very positive after 
the spring training season. 
"We had a tremendous run at 
the end of last year and every- 
one was happy but unfortu- 
nately we were not able to go to 
the Inca's," Richards said. "We 
are very excited and with us 
proving ourselves last year as a 
top team in the conference we 
could do very well next season." 
Tribe sweeps Kansas City 
By Doug Tucker 
THE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — 
Cleveland manager Charlie 
Manuel knew Dave Burba was 
struggling. He didnt know was 
why. 
"I've had the flu," Burba said 
Thursday after pitching the 
Indians over the Kansas City 
Royals 9-4 for a three-game 
sweep. 
Burba (4-1) won his fourth 
straight start despite allowing 
sified A'ds 
372-6977 
The BG News will not know- 
ingly accept advertisements that 
discriminate, or encourage dis- 
crimination against any individ- 
ual or group on the basis of 
race, sex, color, creed, religion, 
national origin, sexual orienta- 
tion, disability, status as a veter- 
an, or on the basis of any other 
legally protected status. 
Personals 
Personals 
Pregnant? Get Tested. 
Confidential, professional service 
354-4673 BGPC 
IKTKTKTK 
Congratulations Stacy Scbapira on 
your new alumni status! 
IK IK IK IK 
Wanted 
•••••Campus Pollyeyes*"" 
Break your chains from chain pizza 




3 Arts and Sciences 
Graduation Tickets! 
WILL PAY CASH) 
Call Kelly at 
352-4127. 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS: 
Do you have a summer job? Is it re- 
lated to your career goals' Come 
and see It you qualify for CO-OP 
050, a NO-COST transcript nota- 
tion. Lend credibility to your em- 
ployment. Co-op & Internship Pro- 
gram. Co-op: 310 SS bldg 2-2451 
IK IK IK IK 
Congratulations Betsy Nooney on 
your new alumni status! 
IK IK IK IK 
1 male sublr needed to split 2 bdrm 
apt. from June-May or Aug.-May, 
great location, across the st from 
campus. Call 354-8134 for more info 
Desperately need 1 summer sublsr 
Move in now!! May to Aug., $262.50 
mo. * phone, elec., & cable. 
Please call 419-874-3788, Andrea. 
Desperately needed 1 lemale sub- 
leaser Aug 01 - May 02, own room, 
dose to campus. 319 Pike St., rent 
S250/mo Call Jenni 353-6271. 
F. sublrs. needed ASAP thru mtd 
Aug. Own room, 1 rmte. $218 mo. 
plus util. May rent is already paid. 
Amanda 354-8271. 
~.^<x*e ^outcaue 
Large selection of 
DVD's for rent! 
.We carry all your bachelor & 
bachelorette party needs 
\ Employment opportunities for] 
summer. Great way to earn 
money over the summer! 
Sunday-Wednesday 
m/mm     10 am - 2 am 
Thursday Saturday 
10 am - 4- am 
N 
12ES BYRNE RD     TOLEDO     591-0079 
Appearing on our Center Stage... XXX Uideo Star 
four runs and nine hits in 6 1 -3 
inning. Steve Karsay and Bob 
Wickman combined for one- 
hit, shutout relief. 
"Today was a little better," he 
said. "Then, when I started 
throwing, I kind of got weak, got 
tired and a little dizzy. But I got 
through it." 
Did Manuel know his starter 
had been ill? 
"He didn't say anything to me 
about it probably didn't want 
me to know about it," Manuel 
said. 
luan Gonzalez had three hits 
and raised his average to .388 
and Kenny Lofton had a single, 
double and two-run triple for 
Cleveland, which outscored the 
Royals 30-10 in the series. 
Gonzalez had six RBIs in the 
series and has 32 in 26 games. 
Marty Cordova had eight RBIs 
in the series. 
Kansas City came in with just 
16 errors, its lowest total after 27 
games, but second baseman 
Luis Alicea made two errors, 
and center fielder Raul Ibanez 
and pitcher Jason Grimsley 
made one each, leading to five 
unearned runs. 
"That was three ugly ones in a 
row," Royals manager Tony 
Muser said. "There's no way to 
hide it or describe it. Three ugly 
baseball games." 
Dan Reichert (3-2), who had 
won his previous three deci- 
sions, gave up seven runs — 




OWEMS, FROM PAGE 10 
Sunday and use that time to 
study, which is perfectly fine with 
coach Martin. 
Up until this point Zerian 
Peterson is going to run in the 
400-meter, Kreg Hatfield in the 
1500-meter, Kutter and Paul 
Niedzwiecki will compete in the 
3,000-meter, and Josh Cook, who 
has stepped it up lately, will run in 
the 800-meter. There is also a 
chance, depending on the relays 
team performance on Saturday, if 
they run on Sunday at Ohio State. 
More than 60 Division I 
schools are scheduled to appear 
on the campus of Ohio State on 
Sunday. Coach Martin knows 
that anyone who competes in the 
Jesse Owens Invitational can only 
improve their technique and 
approach. 
"lust gives them an opportuni- 
ty to race against some top notch 
competition from all over the 
country," said coach Martin. 
WOMEN 
The women will also be travel- 
ing to the campus of Ohio 
University and the Jesse Owens 
Invitational. 
Like the men the USAFT 
Quadrangular is the primary 
meet this weekend since most 
runners won't be running again 
until the MAC championships. 
Coach Scott Sehmann was 
unavailable for comment 
Wanted Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted 
Fern, roommate needed Aug '01- 
Aug 02 Own room, close to cam- 
pus $220 per month plus 1/2 utilit- 
ies. 250-2599 or 
maymee77@aol.com. 
Female subleaser for Fall 01-Spring 
02. $190/month. Own bdrm Call Eri- 
ca, 352-7219 
Grad. tix needed. Will pay. 
Call Jen at 372-3907. 
Graduation Tickets Need 
Will Pay 
Call Valerie 354-8299. 
Need graduation tickets. 
Will pay money. 
Call Louis 287-3211. 
Needed six graduation tickets for 
Arts and Sciences. Will Pay $$. Call 
Kate 509-4497 
Rmte. needed June 2001 to May 
2002. Cheap rent, all util. includ. 
Call Alisha 354-6713. 
Subleaser needed for upper 1 bdrm. 
duplex W 530 1/2 E Merry. Move in 
any day in May-May's rent already 
paid. I will pay deposit of $350-you 
keep $ remaining from deposit. 
Lease up Aug. 11 -you have option 
of renewing a yr. lease if desired. 
Will transfer utils. so you don't have 
to pay for hook-ups. Call 352-8951. 
Rent will be $899 for entire summer 
(May-Aug). 
Female roommate needed for sum- 
mer and/or tall '01. Own bedroom 
and bath. Close to campus Rent 
negotiable 353-9122, Karin. 
1, 2. 3, or 4 tubleasers needed tor 
tail 2001 to spring 2002. 
2 bdrm. apt. fully turn., 522 E Merry 
St, $725/mo.. around $200 per per- 
son. 9 1/2 mo. lease, close to cam- 
pus, call Cara @ 372-4575 asap 
Help Wanted 
RN/LPN'S 
Anna Grady Corporation Is what 
you are looking for!!! 
Are you seeking a career where you 
can utilize your Nursing skills, and 
where you can build a long-term re- 
lationship with your patient and 
physician, and have No supervisory 
responsibility? Join our organization 
that is growing everyday. Anne Gra- 
dy Corporation, a 91 bed long term 
care facility for adults with MR/DD, 
has full-time/part-time and some 
substitute positions, shifts are gen- 
erally 12 hours, but can be flexible. 
Candidates must be an Ohio Li- 
censed RN or LPN. MR/DO back- 
ground is helpful but not necessary 
These challenging and rewarding 
positions offer the opportunity for 
both professional and personal 
growth. In addition we offer: 
'$1,000 Sign on bonus tor FT or 
PT 
'$250 Sign on bonus for Subs 
•Medlcal/Dental/Rx/Vlslon 
•Paid Vacatlon/SIck Time 
'FREE Life Insurance 
•Retirement plan 
'Premium pay for substitutes (ad- 
ditional $2.00/hr.) 
'No uniforms, friendly working 
environment 
'New graduates are encouraged 
to apply 
'Wellness Program 
Anne Grady Corporation 
1525 Eber Road 
Holland, Ohio 43528 
(419) 866-6500/fai (419) 866-7467 
Or visit our website at 
www.innegrady.org 
EOE 
--Cleaning & Miscellaneous help 
needed starting May 14 for short & 
long term. Call 353-0325. 
Babysitter needed for my 4 children 
in Maumee. Flexible hrs. 
Call collect. 861-8341. 
Help Wanted 
Full & Part-time Lawn Maintenance 
354-1923 
Looking for summer work? Contact 
us. Whitehouse Staffing Services. 
353-1540 www.renhill com. 
Painter's helper. Must be mechani- 
cally inclined. Flexible hours. R & R 
Painting. 277-2170 or 655-2773. 
Absolutely Free Info! 
Learn How to Earn 
Online Income 
wwwHomelnlemetlncome.com 
Child care. 12 yr. ok) girl 15-20 
hr/week. Flexible hrs. Starts June 7 
through the end of August. Must 
have own car Call 352-0784. 
Great summer jobs. S10-S12 an hr. 
Work outside. Taking applications 
now. 1 -888-277-9787 or www.colle- 
gepro.com. 
Now hiring pi-time lunch help. 
Flexible hrs. Dependability a must. 
Casey's Original Hamburger. 
1025 N. Main 352-9113. 
Office cleaning evenings 




Now Hiring - Apply in person 
Mon. & Tues. May 7 8 8 
9:00 am to 4:00 pm 
••"•"CAMPUS POLLYEYES™ 
Babysitter wanted 3 girls age 2, 4, 
& 5 in Walerville home. Dependable, 
playful, and nurturing. Full time, 
flexible, Monday-Friday. 
Call Diane 340-5444 
Desk clerk needed for local motel. 
4pm to midnight shift. Minimum 3 
shifts per week Must work most 
weekends Inquire at Buckeye Inn 




I A great experience. 
I JOBS that look 
great on resumes! 
Dawson has summer jobs for college 
students! Work with some of the best 
companies in Central Ohio.. Gain experience 
and develop new skills. With competitive pay 
and flexible hours that fit your schedule. 
We'll match your interests, skills and abilities 
to a position that will look great on your resume. 
To learn more, go 
to our Web site or call 
Jodie at 614-923-9675 Dawson 
www.careerswithoutlimits.com/collegecenter 
Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted For Sale 
Needed cook help, bartenders & 
server slat) al Real Seafood Compa- 
ny-Toledo Fill oul application at 22 
Main St in Toledo 419-697-5427 
Summer help need not apply 
"Summer Child Care Needed" 
In our Perrysburg home for 2 yr. old 
boy. 2pm-6pm up to 4 days, wk 
Early childhood edu or related 
major preferred. Call Ann Mane @ 
419-874-0878 
FINDERS COMPACT 
DISCS NOW HIRING 
Summer & fall customer service 
sales positions Drop oft or send 
resume to Finders: 
128 N Main St BG. 
Babysitter needed for Jr.-high aged 
children, transpt, some supervision, 
mostly needed for transportation & 
some supervision. June-Aug. M,T, 
W 11 -6, Thurs. 11 -3. Need good 
driving record, car & references pis., 
Call Mary at 352-8287. 
Child Care needed in our Sytvania 
home (or our 9 & 10 yr. old. Must be 
avail, for summer June 8-Aug. 28. 
b/w 6 am & 4 pm. Musi have own 
car & 2 ret. Please send a 1 pg. 
desep. of qualifications to 
P.O. Box 597. Sylvania, OH 43560. 
Looking for a tun working environ- 
ment this summer? Enhance your 
resume by working for the Office of 
Student Life. Looking for enthusias- 
tic student w/ good communication 
skills for approximatley 20 hrs. per 
week. Work study required. 
Call Deb at 372-2843.  
Attention: S14.15 base-appt., guar- 
anteed starling pay. Fun work envi- 
ronment w/other students. 10-40 
hrsVwk. around classes/other job. 
Co-ops/Scholarships awarded, con- 
ditions exist. Customer 
service/sales, no telemarketing, no 
door-to-door sales. No experience 
necessary, we train. Must have posi- 
tive attitude S good people skills. 
Call Mon.-Fri. 













803-815 8th St. 
2 bodroom-$475/mo.-12 mo. lease 
Some remodeled 
$550/mo.-12 mo. lease 
Laundry facilities on-site 
♦Air /heat 
The Highlands 
220 Napoleon Rd. 
One bedroom laundry faciites 




One and two bedroom. A/C. 
on-site foundry, ceramic lie. 
soundproof construction, skylights 
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings 
From $510/month -12 month lease 
14354 West Poo 
3* bedrooms, rural setting 
W/D. city services 
^$1000/monfh -12 month leose__ 
OPEN 
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Downtown BG * 353-Hfil 
www.cld-rel com 
Cinema 5 
For Showtimes call 
354-0558 
Woodland Mall - N.Main St 
or log on to 
Register to receive 
showtimes via email! 
Ffl 541 FWm fc§i TIM 
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KEVIN & B£N- 
Congrats on joining 
the world famous 
RlVfRDANCf TROUPE! 
Good Luck on the 
European Tour! 
OrfsoscozoAfvTos: 
$25 Eye Exam 
Plus 40% Off Any Frame! 
Grt a complete i umpnhmsnt e\e exum for cuglastti b\ our indqxndeTit Doctors t>fOpti<mtfr\ — Ortf\S25 
873-1184 
26597 N. Dixie Hwy (near Churchill's in Perrysburg) 
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cm tattt <* »i* ■ mr nwnrAttam 
r*»n> Eunv IW Jin temnn» 
inckmkii '.n'^xtiiu'.r. q.i 
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J0HNNEWL0VE 
REAL ESTrVm, INC. 
Rental Office 
319 E. Wooslcr St. 
Rentals available 
for summer and 
fall.   Stop by for 
our full listing. 
354-2260 
Reliable, energetic employee need- 
ed in shipping department ASAP. 
12-15 hrs a week scheduled be- 
tween 11:00am and 3:00pm M-F. 
$7.50/hr. lifting up to 40 lbs. re- 
quired. Next to railroad tracks be- 
tween Clougn and Lehman. Call Lu 
at 352-1134. 
Looking for Leader* 
Did you know that heart disease 
takes a lite every 33 seconds? The 
American Heart Association is look- 
ing for volunteers interested in 
serving on the 2002 American Heart 
Walk Planning Committee. Interest- 
ed individuals should contact Aileen 
Glowacki, aglowackiQheart.org or 
Deborah Caldwell. 
dcaldweldheart.org or call 




Summer jobs available in Cleveland 
Area: Independence Office and Par- 
ma Hts. Office. Part time, full time. 
Choose your own hours. $10.00 per 
hour guaranteed in our newspaper 
promotion call centers. A tun job 
with $15.00 ♦ per hour earning po- 
tential. Journalism and or drama stu- 
dents welcome, but the key is a 
clear and articulate voice. No dress 
code, no quota, no scripts, no mini- 
mums, just your commitment to a 
profitable summer. Set up your inter- 
view today: 1-800-274-1004. 
Seeking education major to provide 
summer child care in our Perrysburg 
home. 24-30 hrs/wk, days and time 
are flexible Children ages 10, 8, 2 
yrs. Occasional transportation of the 
children needed to pool, practices, 
etc. Please call (419) 661-0733. 
Social Worker 
The Anne Grady Corporation, a long 
term care facility tor adults with De- 
velopmental Disabilities, is looking 
for a Licensed Social Worker with a 
strong work ethic and one who takes 
pride in their quality of work Full- 
time position available, evenings 
and weekends. Will promote positive 
relationships between Anne Grady 
Center, families, and guardians. 
Prepares evaluations and partici- 
pates as a member of the Interdisci- 
plinary Team, and conducts employ- 
ee training. Candidates must have a 
Social Work License, minimum one 
year experience working with 
MR/DD individuals preferred, ability 
to communicate effectively, knowl- 
edge of Medicaid regulations: knowl- 
edge of individual rights, ability to 
act as a team player, good writing 
skills, ability to meet deadlines We 
offer: 
'Medical/Denlal/Rx/Vision 
'FREE Lite insurance 
•Paid vacation/Holiday/Sick Time 
'A friendly working environment 
'Retirement plan 
'Wellness Program 
Interested individuals should apply 
at: 
Anne Grady Corporation 




Visit our website at: 
www.innearady.org 
Check Us Out!! -*«»_, 
www.homecityice.com JSJI 
SUMMERHEIP       ■"*■ 
Great Job Opportunities !! 
Hmng Students Part- Time MOW and Full- Time Dunng Summer S Breaks 
Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY !! 
We offer 10-40+ hours / week 
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions 
$6.50 -$10.00 per hour 
1-800-899-8070 
Located Just minutes from Campusl 






















No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school 
and work during summer break.  We offer Schedule 
Flexibility. Start training NQW 









Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview, 
1 Barm & 2 Udrm 
Air condilion/Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal 
washer/dryer hook-up in 2 Bdrm 
Starts at $390-Call 353-5800 
AJEfcCA 
Maft>S«n>nt IM. 
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe 
Studios & Large I Bdrms. 
Laundry on site 
Starts at S250-Call 353-5800 
4IM5 
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth Si. 
1 bdrm./Air Condition 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Starts ai $400 - Call 353-5800 
Stop by our office at 
1045 N. Main St. 
for complete listing or 
Call 353-5800. 
www.wcnet.org/-mecca 
Haven't found a summer job yet? 
The YMCA ol Central Ohio is now 
hiring Summer Camp Counselors! 
This is a great opportunity to have 
tun while you work. We otter com- 
petitive pay, great hours, weekends 
off, & free membership to all those 
hired. Call the YMCA ot Central 
Ohio locations at: East (614) 834- 
9622, Near East/Central (614) 252- 
3166, North (614) 885-4252, 
South/Central (614) 491-0980, 




5 great CO-ED kids summer camps 
in NY, ME, PA, & WV seek MALE 
STAFF to teach activities 4 live with 
kids, ages 7-16. Positions include: 
cabin specialists & group leaders, 
tennis swim, rock-climbing, back- 
packing, caving, mountain biking, 
sail, windsurt, canoe, water-ski, 
ropes course, piano, woodwork, me- 
dia, gymnastics, archery, golf, vol- 
leyball, roller-hockey, lacrosse, soc- 
cer, baseball, S basketball! Approx 
June 16-August 16. Benefits in- 
clude: training, salary, accommoda- 
tion, food, laundry, & travel allow- 
ance. Wide range of paid intern- 
ships! (A ffiw_specialists lemale staff 
still needed.) Apply online at 
wwwhorizoncamps com or call 
(800) 544-5448 
Something Special Learning Center 
is looking for individuals to work this 
summer. Flexible schedules availa- 
ble Please call 419-878-4190 for 
the Daycare. Preschool Center. 
Student coaches lor summer & fall 
gymnastics. Coaches supervise the 
activities of each class, set up & 
take down the equipment. & provide 
a positive learning experience tor 
the participants, ages 3-12. Must be 
reliable & dependable Applicant 
should be enthusiastic & work well 
w/children. Contact Rhonda 
Schnipke by email: 
mondasObgnet.bgsu.edu or call 
372-4736(unlil May 9). after May 9 
call 419-532-3758 Must be avail 
every Saturday in June(5 weeks). 
Summer daytime child care tor older 
children. Good dnving record 
required. Perfect for an active indi- 
vidual 25-30 hrs a week, hours can 
be flexible to allow for classes Call 
 Carol @ 354-2196  
Summer Employment 
Lifeguards needed to work & live in 
the Washington DC area Spend 
the summer in our nation's capital 
Full training provided. Great pay. 
reasonable housing costs Call 
today for information. 1-800-229- 
1222 Palm Pools Corporation. 
Woodbndge  VA 
Telephone Interviewing, no selling, 
relaxed atmosphere, flexible sched- 
uling, up to $7.00 per hr. in Perrys- 
burg. mostly evenings & weekends. 
874-5842  
We are looking tor hard-working col- 
lege students with some painting ex- 
penence for summer help Own 
transportation a must Call 882-0564 
Yard    worker    needed     $7.00/hr 
Close to campus. Call 352-0915. 
1974 Mobile home, remodeled, 2 
bdrm w/ shed, wooden porch, great 
for college students, asking $3500. 
352-1383 Bill. 
1987 Bonneville, runs great, 
asking $900. 
Call 352-1383, Bill. 
1988 Olds Delta 88: reliable, V-6 
engine, 166,000 miles, $1,100. 
(419)661 -7525(0), (419)872-1674(h) 
1989 Honda Accord 255,000 mi 
Needs work $1500 - 
373-0465 
1992 Chrysler GTC Convertible. 
80,000 mi. $3,000. 373-0010. 
1992 Toyota Tercel -t CD Writer 
"Lo Cio"-8x2x20. 
Call Emil 352-7987. 
'89 SHO Taurus, 
original owner 
354-6822. 
93 Grand Prix, 4 Dr, blue, 111K 
highway miles Good cond., $5300 
obo. Call alter 6pm, 352-2336. 
Above ground swimming pool tree to 
good home! Needs new liner. New 
pump and motor in 2000  Call 419- 
466-3344. 
Bed - Queen pillow lop, new. in 
plastic. Full manulacturer's warran- 
ty. Retail $800 Sacrifice $189 Can 
deliver. Call 419-509-8341 
Couches, dressers, 
and end table 
354-2337. 
Double mattress and box spring 
Irame only year ok). Great condition 
$200 OBO 352-8289 
HONDAS FROM $500! Police im- 
pounds and tax repos' For listings 1 - 
800-719-3001 ext4558 
OAKLEY SUNGLASSES 
Prescription & non-presenption. 
Ray-ban, Gargoyles, & Serengefti 
also avail. John T Archer 4 Associ- 
ates 1222 Ridgewood BG 352-2502 
PERFECT STUDENT CAR! 
95 Hyundai Sonata GOS. dark 
green, loaded: V6. snrf, leather, re- 
mote entry . start, CD and tape, 
Alloy, only $5,500 O BO MUST 
SELL! 352-1631. 
Pre-paid phone cards cheap 10% 
disc 1,951 mms Send $15 00 to 
Buckeye Phone Cards PO Box 203 




CINCO DE MAYO 
DRINK SPECIALS 
ALL DAY LONG 
$2.00 MEXICAN CERVEZAS 
$2.00 MARGARITAS 







9:00AM till Drunk! 2001 VA. 
ARE YOU COMING HOME TO 
CLEVELAND 
FOR THE SUMMER? 
Do you live in the Cleveland area and are you looking for a 
job for the summer? Come to Hemen's! We offer a good 
starting rate and decent hours, and our benefits are way 
above industry standard. We currently have positions avail- 
able at all of our Cleveland area locations. 
If you're interested in spending the summer making money 
and friends with a family-owned company, then check out 
HtW  Heinen's and ask to speak with a manager for an interview. 
SHAKER HEIGHTS 216/921-6638 
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS 216/382-4144 
PEPPER PIKE 216/831-8300 








ROCKY RIVER 440/331-3830 





flnt*food   1 
We Are An Equal 
Opportunity Employer 
All Applicants Must Be 
Drug Free 
For Rent 
"Apartments, and Rooms 
630 N. Summit Apts , $560/ mo 
309 1/2 E Merry, rooms $220/mo . 
includes util, male students 
Also Summer Rentals Only 
Call 353-0325  
1 bdrm apt across Irom campus. 
Avail. June 1st. 1 yr lease 
$350/mo ♦ utilities Call 419-897- 
5997  
12 mo. leases starting May 19, 
2001: 
322 E Court «2 1 br .Iperson 
$395 mci all util. 
605 5th «C 2 Br., 2 person $400 
.util 
520 Wallace 3 Br House $900 
• util 
Steve Smith 352-8917 ot 308-2710 
1372 E. Wooster St.: Four-five bed- 
room unfurnished house Across 
from campus. Will be totally painted 
throughout One bathroom, dish- 
washer, garbage disposal and 
washer/dryer $1200 00 plus utilities 
per month for a 12 month lease 
Available after 7/31/01. 352-5620. 
2 bdrm turn apt. w/shuttle access 
to campus. Avail. May thru Aug tor 
summer lease AC & blinds. 354- 
7266  
2 bedroom Troup St.. 1 Wk. to cam- 
pus. New, carpet, windows, roof. 
Incl. garage, yard, driveway. Avail. 
ASAP, 373-1775  
3 bdrm house for sublease 
May? 
354-2337.  
3 bedroom apartment (House) May 
August $840 a month, NO utilities, 
216 Manville towerteat 353-0309. 
3 bedroom, 1 bath. 832 Third St 
Available August. $725/ month 
(419) 474-5344. 
4 bedroom house on 5th street. 
Available mid August. $720/month 
plus utilities 12 month lease 354- 
2500.  
723 Fourth, 3 bdrm , 2 bath. Avail. 
May 17. $800 mo. plus util. 
 353-0494.  
House-2 Br/2 people-Central loca- 
tion-Near Marathon Gas Station. 
Must respect neighbors-Large back 
yard. Cat!3532301.  
Houses, 1,2, S 3 bdrm. apts. begin- 
ning May '01. 9 S 12 mo. leases. 
 352-7454.  
LEASING FOR AUGUST 
1 bdrm. grad student: 601 3rd St.: 
2 bdrm. undergrad; 704 5th St.; 
2 bdrm. mature renters; 710 7lh st. 
352-3445.  
Life is good when you live alone. 
Grad. students only. Very nice 1 
bdrm. apt., very quiet. 134 N. Main 
second tloor/downtown/$310/mo. 
352-7677 Greg.  
Quiet 1 BR w/hot tub & pond in 
back Avail, approx. May 15. 353- 
2301.  
Self Storage units available, 
Summer leases, Many sizes. 
Call Buckeye Storage 352-1520. 
Subleaser needed Large 3 story du- 
plex. May-August. $280/month or 
best offer. Call Kelli 8 494-4355. 
Two bedroom, furnished or unfur- 
nished apartments. 724 6th St a 
705 7th St. $525 per month school 
year lease, $460 per month,full year 
lease. 354-0914 - 
■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•a 
